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SI1~~~ry

A survey is presented of recent studies of hcm~ogeneoua and heterogeneous
nucleation and condensation processes and associated flows . The phen~~~nological
(classical) theory of the quasi-steady droplet-formation model with appropriate
correction factors can be made to fit h~ nogeneous nucleation and condensation
processes in cloud-chanber , supersonic-nozzle and shock-tube flows. Statistical
thermodynamics end numerical methods have made it possible to understand mrIRll-
cluster formation. Free-molecular techniques contributed significantly to the
study of the kinetic processes of clusterization (especially di.merization ) and
to dynamic properties of csnRll clusters. Heterogeneous nucleation is considered
as an extension of the macroscopic theory of hcsnogeneous nucleation. Considerable
contributions are expected to the kinetics of heterogeneous condensation fran
flows in cloud ~ha~rbers, supersonic nozzles and. shock tubes for macroscopic features
and. fran free-molecular-beam techniques for microscopic properties .
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Notation

A cross-sectional area of flow passage

A~ cluster of size i, i-mer ( A1: monomer, J~~: dimer , ...)

a8 liquid-solid surface area of heterogeneous cluster

liquid-vapour surface area of heterogeneous cluster

C1 mass concentration of 1-mer

condensation rate of monomer on (i-i) -mer

c
~ 

specific heat at constant pressure

D binary diffusion coefficient

d nozzle or orifice diameter of free jet

a1 evaporation rate of monomer from i-mer

G1 Gibbs free energy of i-mar

free energy of i-mar formation

desorptiori free energy of adsorbed mon~~~r

free energy for surface diffusion of monomer

g condensate mass fraction

h enthalpy per unit mass

formation rate of i-mar per unit volusie

I ni.~~er of molecules in cluster, cluster size

Knudsen ni~~~er

k Bolt~~ann constant

kf forward reaction rate

k backward reaction rate

L latent heat of vaporization

I characteristic length

mean free path

N condensate mass
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m molecular mass

condensation rate of vapour mass

N(R) distribution function of heterogeneous nuclei

n1 n~~~er density of i-mar

n n~~~er density of clusters

p pressure

p,~ vapour pressure

pa saturation pressure

B gas constant per unit mass; radius of heterogeneous nucleus

R universal gas constant

r radius of cluster or droplet

S colli sion cross-section; surface area

surface area of heterogeneous nucleus

S5 surface area of heterogeneous nucleus wetted by droplets

s supersaturation, pv/ps

T ten~ erature

t time

u - flow velocity

mean molecular speed

v~~ molecular volume of liquid

w mass flow rate

Z partition function

Zeldovich factor

cxc sticking or condensation coefficient

effective condensation coefficient , Sq. (138)

thermal accmdation coefficient

r correction factor for classics], nucleation rate, Eq. (72)
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I
7 specific heat ratio

5 collision dia~~ter

dynamic viscosity

e e~bryo-to-substrate contact angle , Eq. (35 )

heat conductivity

chemical potential per molecule; molecular weight

p densi ty

a’ surface free energy , surface tension

w mass fraction of condensable species

Subscripts:

• c onset of condensation

classical theory , Eq. (18)

e equilibrium

d. droplet

£ liquid phase

o initial or source

p solid particle

s saturation

v vapour phase

Lv liquid-vapour interface

spUd-liquid interface

sv solid-vapour interface

Superscript:

* critical cluster
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1. INIRODUCTION

Nucleation and. condensation phenomena are of fundamental i~~ortancein many fields such as atmospheric physics, astrophysics, aeronauticalsciences, 1~u~ieer-reactor technology and the material sciences . They mustbe concidere~j  in weather prediction, aerosol formation, metallurgical tech-niques, high-speed wind tunnel design, steam-turbine nozzle design, rocketperformance and. high-intensity molecular beams . The processes includeco~densatjon of supersaturated vapour with or without foreign nuclei ,crystal formation from vapour, melted. and solid-liquid, solutions , phasechanges in solid, states, crack nucleation in solids, and crystallizationof polymers. Consequently, nucleation and condensation problems havebeen investigated intensively in recent years in diverse fields . Theresults of these studies were s~mm~ rized by Hirth and Pound ( 1963) ,Zettelmoyer (1969, 1977) and Abraham (1974) .

The formation and. behaviour of condensed matter are controlled bymicrophysics], processes which occur , in many cases, in heterogeneous phases.The microphysj cal mechanism by which nucleous atoms or molecules becomeactivated and. grow to larger size clusters is still poorly understood,especiai,ly for heterogeneous nucleation and, condensation. Although homo-geneous nucleation and condensation are not frequently found in nature andnot very applicable to practical problems, the concepts established throughthe study of homogeneous nucleation and condensation provide a basis forunderstanding the physically more cc~~1icated process of heterogeneousnucleation and condensation . Mach effort has been expanded by many resear-chers in the quantitative understanding of homogeneous nucleation for overhalf a century .

Although it was an ai~t~itious atte~~t to construct a theory fora nonequilibritm~ process like nucleation and condensation, the earlyinvestigators only managed to produce an approximate theory . Nevertheless ,it succeeded, in obtaining remarkable agreement with available experimentaldata. The theory connects equilibrium-rate distribution of clusters ofnear-critical size to the steady-state distribution of clusters . A verysmall cluster is asstu~~d as a spherical drop of liquid. The free energyof the cluster is assumed to be equal to the free energy of the n~m~ er ofmolecules In the bulk liquid plus the free energy due to the surface ofthe cluster . The supersaturated vapour is viewed as a miv’ture of ideal gasspecies , each species corresponding to a subcritical cluster of a givensize . The equilibrium distribution of these clusters is then calculated.With an equilibrium-rate theory , the rate of nucleation can be predicted tobe proportional to the equilibrium concentration of the cluster of criticalsize at -whi ch the free energy of the cluster is a minimum.

The crudeness of the calculation of the equilibrium distribution• was recognized arid im proved using the more detailed methods of statisticalmechanics. However, the classical theory still serves adequately in theinterpretation of available experimental results except for the case ofvery high 000lirmg rates as found in supersonic free-molecular jets . Sinceclassical theory is based on a quasi-steady state nucleation concept , itbecomes inapplicable when the time required to achieve steady-statenucleation is large ccqared with a characteristic t ime governing the change• of state . In ordinary cloud cha~~ers and nozzle flows , the characteristic

1
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time of nucleation is generally too short to be accounted for . In rapid
expansions of free-molecular and cluster beams it takes a longer time for
the vapour to adjust to a steady-state than to pass through a nozzle.
Further, classical theory ass~mes the free energy of formation of a
critical droplet can be expressed in terms of the macroscopic surface
tension of the bulk liquid and. its volume free energy . In highly super-
saturated. situations, the critical nucleus may be exceedingly ~m~1 1,
containing few molecules. Consequently, the macroscopic concepts of
continuum thermodynamics become invalid.

In order to understand the nucleation mechanism of small clusters,
• theoretical studies were made from the standpoint of irreversible statisti-

cal mechanics by assuming intermolecular interactions between atoms or
mole cules and. using molecular dynamics or Monte-Carlo methods. In order
to solve the nonecjuilibrium process of nucleation, the kinetics of cluster
formation were examined theoretically. In addi tion, the early stages of
clusterization, especially dimerization, were investigated experimentally.

Nucleation and. condensation processes in c~~~~~~ible flows are
of importance in the aerospace sciences in designing supersonic and. lujper-
sonic wind tunnels and rocket nozzles . In turn , such flows provide funda-
mental data needed for an understanding of nucleation and condensation
processes. The heat release due to condensation can be a significant flow
disturbance . Consequently , the equations of motion with heat addition are
solved and ccnspared with experimental data to test the validity of different
nucleation theories . In this respect , well-established flows in cloud
chambers, supersonic nozzles and shock tubes have provid.ed. useful data in
understanding macroscopic processes of nucleation and condensation .
Reviews of such investigations were made by Wegener (1969, 1975 (a) , (b) ,
1977) .

Experiments with cluster beams in free-molecular jets have provided
means of studying the material properties of’ small clusters . They also
yielded fundamental insight into the kinetic process of’ nucleation. Most
experiments on gas-phase nucleation in cloud chambers, continuum nozzle
flows or rarefaction-wave flows were limited to finding the supersaturati on
ratios at which condensation occurs during an expansion. A quantitative
interpretation of such experiments is hampered by the difficulty in
accounting for small cclxxplex processes in terms of a simple result , say, in
an integral form. To provide all the desired information about condensation,
the ideal experiment would be the one in which the stepwise event from
monomer to droplet could be observed. Molecular beam sampling of’ a free
jet is capable of providing such information. A number of such studies
have been done in this decade .

Fogs and clouds are very important phenomena of nucleation and
condensation from a meteorological point of view. Similar phenomena on
a ~mp.fler scale are experienced daily closer to haae by using sprays,
kettles, cigarettes or pipes . However , the mechanisms of nucleation and
condensation in these cases are substantially different from those found
in supersonic-nozzle flows , expansion waves and. free-jet flows . Nucleation

L 
and condensation occur more heterogeneously . Liquid-soluble substrates
or insoluble liquid-wet substrates mostly dominate the nucleation process.
Physical and chemical aurface characteristics of the substrates such as

2
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bydrr~hi licity, bydrophobi city, corit~i’i~I ni~.tion, and surface catalyticity are
much more important . Since the droplet size is usually of the order of
1 — 100 ~tm, condensation is affected by more macroscopic features of the
system such as turbulent coalescence, turbulent mixing and precipitation.
Droplet growth is a1’fe~ted. predominartly by the factors of continuum flow
rather than those on the molecular 1ev-el . Their features are too different
to discuss them simultaneously.

In the present review, the subject matter is restricted. to nonequi-
librium flows with nucleation and condensation. Special emphasis is given
to the theories of hoaxgeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation . The
cited references are limited to those published since 1965 . Unfortunately,
it was not possible to include a comprehensive review of the Russian litera-
ture . Perhaps this will be done by Russian researchers in this field.

It should be noted that no claim is made for comprehensiveness.
The field is just too large for that . Our modest aim was to provide a
starting point for new res~~rchers in this area. Neither is any claim made
for a ccmplete critical analysis of deficiences in the various nucleation
and. condensation theories. Certainly the use of’ a correction factor for
surface tension a-, condensation coefficient a0 and. others such as r , to
try to fit experimental data is a very unsatisfactory procedure . Surer
foundations will have to be laid. in the future.

2. NUCLEATION

A vapour consists of clusters of molecules bound together by their
intermolecular interactions . Nucleation from the vapour phase can be
considered as a kinetic process that vapour molecules and. their clusters
c~~~ine with each other to form larger clusters (dimers, trimmers, •
i-mars) . The elementary process may be expressed. as a series of stepwise
reactions consisting of bimolecular combination and unimolecular dissocia-
tion.

A .f. A ~~~~~~~~
~~~~~

A2 + A
1 A3

... (1)

A~~+ A ~ ~~~~~i+l

where A1 means a single vapour molecule (monomer) and Aj is a cluster
containing I molecules of Al (i-mar) . Clusters Aj (I = 2, 3, ...) grow• into Aj÷l by addition of a single molecule through bimolecular combination
(condensation) and decay into Aj_ 1 by loss of a single molecule (evaporation)
(Pig . 1). In addition to these processes, there may exist other processes

3
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such as the formation of large clusters by the collision of two smell
clusters (Aj + Aj ~.Aj +j), the dissociation of large clusters into ~~~Iler
ones (Aj +j .—. Aj + Aj ) ,  or three body reactions (Ai + Aj + Ak -.Am +
However, these processes can be excluded as being too infreq~~nt except
the initial dimerization . It is recognized that the initial dimerizaticm
involves a third.-body reaction (see Chapter ~3.~ê) such as

A 1 + A 1 +B ~~~~A2 + B

where B means a single molecule of the third. body (e.g., carrier gas). The
phase ~4w~ge of condensation takes place when the growth process of c~~~ina-
tion dominates the decay process of cluster dissociation, thereby yielding
increasing n~~~ers of large clusters . Thus, if this multistate kinetics
of clusterization is known, it is possible to calculate the time history
of the concentration of clusters according to the rate equations subject
to the initial conditions of’ clusters and the physical conditions of the
system.

When only bimolecular reactions are taken into account , the n~~~er
density of clusters of’ size I , ni, is given by solving the following equations:

dn~ ( 1?  2)
(2)

dn~ ~~
dt

where Ij is the rate of formation of the i-mar given by

Ii = 1n1_1 - e1n~ Ci)

where cj ...
~ 
is the rate at which molecules condense on a cluster Aj..1 and

ej is the rate at which molecules evaporate from a cluster Aj (Fig. 1).
The vapour molecules strike a cluster Aj of .. - collision cross-section
Si with the mean molecular speed u~ , and only a certain fraction CX0 of
these molecules sticks to the cluster. The condensation rate cj is - 

-

expressed as

= a~%S~ 
.

According to the kinetic theory of molecular collision, the mean molecular
-

• speed can be given by (8~~~~~~,4, ~~ i)l/2 where T is the temperature, k the
- • Bolt’~~nn constant , and mj ,1 t~e reduced mass of the cluster Aj and monomer

Aj, (= mi/(i+1), m the mass of mon~~~r). The collision cross-section Si is

____________ - 
-- • 
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given by ~ri
2 where rj is the mean collision radius of A1 and Aj . Thus ,

when the vapour is an ideal gas (ni = p,/kT), the condensation rate is
rewritten as

o a I4~r
2 ~ (4)c

.I_ ,~~

Two particular states of the system can be specified; the steady
case in which the concentration nj does not change with time , dxij /d.t — 0;
and, the quasi—equilibri~~ case in which the rate of cluster formation is

• zero , Ij = 0, although, strictly speaking, an equilibrium state does not
exist in a nucleation process. In the latter case, from Eq.. (3)

e~ 
= 

ni le  
(,)0i-1 ~i,e

where the subscript e denotes the equilibrium state. Small deviations of
the cj..j. and ei from the eq~uilibrium values are assumed, Ci...l,e ~ Cj..]~ej,e ej. Thus, to predict the reaction rates cj and ej, it is required
to know the statistical thermodynamic properties and the reaction cross-
sections as a function of the relative kinetic energy of the reactants,
their mutual orientation and the internal energy of rotation and. vibration .
Even with such knowledge available, it would be too difficult to derive an
anal1ftical formulation of’ a general nature for the exact calculation of the
nucleation process except for dimer or trimmer formation. For the latter
cases, ‘with steady progress in the understanding of intermolecular f’oz ces ,
it appears possi~ble to cfevelap such a rigorous kinetic theory . It is for
these reasons that almost all existing (practical) nucleation theories
bypass considering intermediate microscopic stages and. adopt a thermo-
dynamic or statistical approach in which only the initial and fins], stages
are quoted without time dependence .

2.1 Statistical Thermodynamic Theory

The statistical thermodynamic theory of nucleation is a steady-
state theory in which the concentrations of’ clusters are ass~med to remain
in a steady state:

dn
(i� 2)

with which Eq. (2) gives

= const — I (1 ? 2) (6)

To maintain the system strictly in such a steady state, clusters must be
r~~~ved from the system when they- grow t~ to a certain terminal size
nj~ = 0, and monomers are added. to the system at the rate i~ I. Fr~~ Eqs. (3)
and (5) , the rate of cluster formation I is related with the steady-state

5
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concentration of clusters n1 and the equilibrium concentration of clusters,
, e’

1 = 0  n ( ~ ( 1 - 2 > i > ] . )i. i ,e 
~ ~~~~ 

nj÷1,~ J —

= ci-.], n~,• 
(j  = i)

S~~~~v~g the above equations divided by cjnj ,e leads to
i -I. i - I

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~-l 
( )\~, ~~~~~ ) ~~~~ ~i

’;;:i. 
Cifll ,e I

Here , the reciprocal of the steady-state rate of cluster formation is equalto the sum of the reciprocals of all the equilibrium condensation rates ofcluaterizat ion. This is a fundamen taj, equation of nucleation rate whichhas been discussed by many investigators (Zettelmoyer, 1969, 1977) . Forclusters of large size , the discrete variables i in Eq. (7) are replacedby differentials to convert the st~~ ation to an integral form ,

(8)

Evaluation of the nucleation rat e from Eq s. (7) or (8) requiresknowled ge of the condensation rate , cj, and the equilibri um concentrati onof clustera, ~i ,e• The former can be predicted by Eq. (4) from the mole-cular kinetics. By introducing the free energy of format ion of clustersAj, tik, the cofloentratio n of clusters in thermodynamic equilibr ium can beexpres sed in the form

ni,e = n i,e ex~~
(_

~~~~~) (9)

The free energy of cluster formation is equa l. to the elevation of the fre e• energy for a transit ion from monomers to the cluster ,

= - ia1 ( 10)

where G1 and Gj are the free energy of mon~~~r and cluster , respective ly.The free energy of the cluster can be determined a priori by c~~~iningquantua-meehani cal , statistical-mechanical , and bbnte-Oarlo techniques ,or it can be approxima ted in term s of the prope rties of the bulk material,being a f~mcti on of cluster size .

Usually , the free emargy of cluster formation , & j ,  increaseswith the size of cluster , and is a maximum ~t s~~~ value of i , say i*,

6
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at which

(11)

The cluster corresponding to the m ximum value 
~~~ 

is called “the cri tical
nucleus or cri tical embryo”, and. has the lowest equilibrium concentration
(Fig . 2) .  Once clusters achieve this critical size , the addition of another
molecule to the cluster causes a decrease in the free energy of cluster
formation . This means a high probability that they will grow to macrosc opic
size with relatively unhindered conditions . The value of’ ~~j  does not
~~ange very much with respect to i around i = i*. Evaluating the integral
in Eq. (8) by expandi ng E~j about its maximum with respect to i leads to
an expression of’ 1* in the form

* *  * II * E I = Zc ci ni e = Z c ci nl e exP~~~
.
~~~~~) 

(12)

where Zc is kno~e~ as the Zeldovich factor and given by

1 ~~~~ 1/2
Zc = { - 2,,i~ 

( ~~2 )~
j  (13)

The nucleation rate given by Eq. (7) also can be reduced to the same form
as Eq. (12 ) where the Zeldcv’ich factor is given by

i
co
-l

* *
= (
~ :~ ~ ) ‘~ 

(13a)

The expression of’ nucleation rate by Eq.  ( 12) means that the steady-state
rate of nucleation is equa l to the equilibrium value with a correction
factor Zc which takes the value of’ 10-1 -~ 10-2 .

The equilibrium concentration in Eq. (8) is dominated by the
free energy of cluster formation , t~ j*, which dep ends on the stati stical
thermodynamic pr operties of’ clusters . Thus , the nucleation rat e is
predo minant ly contro lled by this free ener gy . The quantitative estimation
of the free energy of cluster formation is the major problem in quasi-
steady nucleation theory . The physical reasoning and mathematica l simpli-
ficat ions involved , such as nonequilibri um factor s, choi ce of cluster
partit ion function, re-evaporation , etc., provide a variety of’ additional
effects. Recent ly, such statistical thermodynamics of nucleation was
genera lized by Derj aguin (1974).

2.2 Homogeneous Nucleation

The si~~1eat descripti on of the free energy of cluster rormation
is the liquid-drop model, often called the capillarity approximation, which
has been used successfu lly for many year s in the various areas of nucleation
and condensation . The liqui d dr op model is based on a sii~,1e physical
picture of the cluster . It is assumed that the cluster is viewed as a
uniform spherical drop of liquid, which is basical ly bulk- like except for

7
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the presence of the bulk-like surface . Thus, the free energy of formation
of a droplet ca~~osed of i monomers is assumed to be equal to the sum of

(i) the change in the free energy of i molecules from the vapour into
the condensed phase, and.

(ii) the free energy of the generating surface on the bulk liquid in an
amount equal to the surface area of the droplet ,

tG~ = i(~~ — 
~~~~) 

+ 81o’ ( lie)

where ~&j and ~~ are chemical potentials per molecule in the equilibrium
bulk-liquid phase end. the supersaturated vapour at the pressure prevailing
outside of the drop, respectively; ~ the macroscopic interfacial free
energy .xisting between the bulk liquid and the vapo ur (the surface tension),
surface area of a sphere having a volt~~ equal to I times the molecular
volume vat in the bulk liquid phase ,

2 2/3s~ = 4.nr = i e
~r (~~

_ i v
~~~)

where r is the radius of the drop . A more generalized theo ry for non-
spherical and. anisotropic clusters was studied by Ziabicki (l968a, b).

The critical cluster is given by Eq . (ll) with Eq. (14) as

2v o
= at 

= 
u a ~~2 (l~)

which gives

(16)

where the super script * means the critical nucleus • The difference in
chemical potentials is expressed as

(17) 
.

. I
• where & is the supersaturation or the ratio of the pressure of the caiden-

sable vapour p~. to the vapour pressure of the condensed phase (saturation
pressure) p~, or s = p ~/p~ . From Eq. (12) with Eqs . (4) and (16) , the

• nucleati on ra te is

I * _ z i e *2
C01)v P

v ( ~~~~~~~~ 2

) 
(i8)
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This is the nucleation rate of the so-called classical (Becker-D8ring )
nucleation theory. The condensation coefficient is usually but un.justi-
tiably ass~m~ d as a~ = 1.

The Zeldovich factor is given by Eqs . (13) and (iie)

- 
( ~~~~~~ ~~/2 

- ~ 
av~~ ~l/2 

1Zc ~~~ 3~~~~j * ,) 
- 

~~ ~~~2 )  ( 9)

The factor usually is of the order of 10~~ i0 2, being relatively insig-
nificant c~~~ared with the remaining pre-exponential value in Eq. (18) of

• about 1025. A more exact prediction for this factor was studied by White
( 1969) using a steady-state random walk analysis. The usual expression for - -

Z0, Eq. (19) , was found to be quite accurate .

The applicability and validity of’ the classical theory of nuclea-
tion are coofined. by the assu~~tions of steady-state, bulk thermodynamic-
properties and large cluster size. In ordinary cloud chambers, supersonic
nozzle and shock tube flows, the relaxation time required to establish the
steady-state concentration distribution of’ clusters is of the order of
microseconds, while the characteristic time of change of the flow state
extends to milliseconds . Here the steady-state assu~~tion should be valid.
On the other hand, in supersonic free-molecular jets, to be discussed in
Section 4 .4 , the characteristic flow time is dxtremely small compared with
the build-up time of steady-state nucleation . For such a situation , nuclea-
tion must be treated as a completely nonequilibrium process by solving a
set of reaction equations (see Sections 2.4 and 4 .4) .

In Eq. (18) , the concentration of monomers participating in the
nucleation and condensation is assumed to be constant . However, in the
process, the vapour molecules are consumed owing to nucleation and conden-
sation and in time distributed to the associated clusters , or diffused
away from the region of’ interest under nonuniform conditions in space .
These effects were studied. by Katz et al (1966) , Katz and Blender (1973),
Heist et al (1976) , Ziabicki ( 1977) , and Becker and Reiss (1976, 1977).
In the associated vapour of distributed clusters, larger supersaturations
are required for the same nucleation rate than that of’ the vap our containing
mon~~~rs only, owing to the thermodynamic properties of the vapour rather
than the kinetic formation process. Under the usual conditions in diffusion
cloud chambers, the diffusion effect due to nonunif’ormities does not cause
serious error .

In the exponential of Eq. ( 18) , (in ~) 2 appears through r*2 .
• Thus , the nucleation rate varies quite rapidly with supersaturation . It

is this rapid. variation of the nucleation rate which gives the “critical
supersaturation” , below which one can see nothing occurring and just above
which nucleation suddenly occurs . The nucleation rate also depends very
strongly on the surface tension as o-3; a 10% change in a- leads to changes
in the nucleation rate by ten orders of magnitude . Thus, the correct
values of these bulk proporties are very important . Most of them are
readily obtainable for c~~~~n vapours from han~~ooks or with suitable
extrapolations . The maj or uncertainty stems from the possible effect of
drop size on the value of surface tension when the size is ~m&11. The

_ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



dependence of the surface tension on drop radius is expressed by functional
forms like

a -  : b  (20)

where a-~ is the surface tension acting on the flat surface of the condensate .
However , there is no rigorous ana lysis which is suitable for condensation
nuclei of 100 or fewer molecules of the complex liquid. Usually , the
macroscopi c flat-fi lm surface tension a-~ is employed for nucleation rate
calculation . An improved expr ession for the nucleation rate with macro-
scopic surface tension as a function of dr oplet radius was developed by
Derjagu in and Prokhorov (1974) .

Statistica l-thermodyna mic theory : Fr om statistical mecha nics the concen-
tratior i or clusters of size I in chemical equilibrium is given by

ni ,e = Z~ exp (~
) (21)

where Zi is the partition function for a cluster of size i and ~.& is the
chemical potential of the monomer in the vapour . When the motion of the
cluster is separated into translation of the whole cluster , rotation of
the whole cluster , and internal motion of the molecules within the cluster ,
the partition function can be written as

Z1 = 
~~ Zt (i )Z t(i ,j ) Zj t (i ,j)

where j represents distinguishable geometrical configurations of the cluster .
The translational partition f’unction , Ztrens , Is independent of the cluster
configuration . The rotational partition function, Zrot, depends on the
configuration only through the asy=etricity of m~ ’~ nts of inertia. The
interns.], partition function , ~~~~~ require s complete knowledge of the
cluster configuration . When Eq. (21) is compared with Eq. (9) , it is seen
that the free energy of cluster formation can be expressed in a different
form from that of the drop model, Eq. (14) . There are two approaches to
improving the drop model in this way. The first is a hybrid approach which
assumes basically the drop model with statistical mechanical corrections.
The second. is to evaluate directly the statistical mechanical f’orm.~3.ation
for the free energy , calculating the partition functions of clusters for
all sizes which requires both a knowledge of the interaction potential of
molecules of the cluster and suita ble techniques of calculation such as

I molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo methods.

The first approach was initiate d by 3. M. Pound and his cowoxters
(the so-called Lothe—Pound theory) and by H. Reise and his coworkers (the
so-called Reiss-ICa tz-Co hen theory) (Zett leaoyer , 1977) . The clusters in
the vapour may behave dynamical ly like larg e gas molecules , having free
translational and rotation al motions. These motions contribute to the
parti ti on function of the cluster by factor s whi ch are equal to the tr ana-
lat ional an~ rotatio ripar tition function s as an almost rigid body, q~r~~8
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and. ~~ot’ respectively. In order that the cluster has such motions in
the vapour , certai n motions of the cluster in the liquid bulk phase must
be deactivated as it leaves the liquid bulk, since the total number of
degrees of freedom of the cluster is conserved. The six degrees of freedom
used in qtra~s and qrot can be compensated by introducing a “replacement
fa ctor” q,~ which is related to the internal partition functions of the
cluster (L~~he and Pound , 1968) . This leads to an increase in the pre-
exponential of the nucleation rate given by the drop model in the form

— 
%~ot

a cirep

where ‘cj is the nucleation rate given by Eq. (18). Assuming that the six
degrees of freedom of the cluster and, the average degrees of freedom of

• the bulk liquid have the same partition function, Lothe and Pound (1966)
estimated qtr~~s qrot/qrep ~ 10~-7 for water vapour nucleation. In view of
the agreement with experimental result , this inconsistency was called the
“translation-rotation paradox ” by Reiss and Katz (1967) . They considered
that the centre of mass of a stationary drop fluctuates with high probability
over a volume comparable to its physical volume . A partition function for
this replacement motion nearly cancels the partition function for the motion
of the centre of mass of the cluster in the vapour . Assuming the free
energy of a ~~op created by removing a vol~~~ with fixed boundaries from
the bulk liquid , Reiss , Katz and Cohen (196~) and Lin (1968) showed an
increas e in the nucleation rate of io3 10 for water , which decreases
the predicted supersaturation only by 8 10% . &tensive discussions have
appeared on this matter by Lothe and. Pound (1966) , Reiss and Katz (1967),
Reiss, Katz and. Cohen (1968) , U.n (1968) , Pe.rlange (1968), stiflinger (1968) ,
Abraham and Pound (1968) , Lothe and Pound (1968) , Cohen (1970) , Reiss (1970 ,
1977) , Kikuchi (1969, 1971, 1977) , Nisbioka et al (1971) , Nishioka, Lothe
and Pound (1972) , Blender and Katz (1972) and Abraham (1974a), Reiss (1977) ,
Nisbioka and. Pound (1977) , Nisbioka (1977) , ityazaki et a]. (1977). However,
because of the current disagreement f or a physical ~~~e1 of a cluster there
is an extreme range in the value of ~trans ~rot/~]rep from l0~ to l0~7.

To resolve the disagreement between the experiments and. the Lothe-
Pound theo ry, Abraham (1969, 1974a) discussed the liquids studied in the
experiments and features of their bulk surface structures such as liquid.
bonding characteristics , surface entropy , molecul ar dipole m~~~nt , acent ri c
factors , and catalytic effects for condensation in ions . Hydrogen-bonded.
liquids are categorized. into two classes of oriented polar molecules and
non-oriented quasi-spherical molecules at the liquid. surface . The former
liquids follow the classical nucleation theor y, whereas the latter liquids
follow the Lothe—Pound. theory. He suggested that the failure of the Lothe-
Pound. theory to explain the nucleation of polar liquids was due to its
failure to account for the deviation of critical nucleus properties from
bulk-liquid surface properties . If the dipole-dipole interaction energy
of the highly oriented surface molecules is corrected for surface curvature,
the surface free energy of the drop is appreciably greater than that pre-
dicted from the plane surface .

The classical model including the modified one mentioned above
has many merits. It avoids the formidable probl em of treati ng each cluster
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on a molecular basis and. relates the free energy of formation to measurable
bulk pr operties. However , these pr operties , such as surface tension and. surface
area, have a questionable interpretation for clusters with less than 100 mole-
cules and. in addition the classical model has conceptional difficulties in its
inability to uniq~uely relate terms in the stati stical model to terms in the
classical model (Eqs . 9 and 21) . These difficulties can be avoided by a direct
trea thent of stati stical mechanics of small clusters. This is the second.
approach to improving the drop model . For this purpose , a static technique has
been ~~~1oyed. by many investigators such as Abraham and Dare ( 197la , b) ,  Burton
(1970, 1972 , 1973) , Dare et al (1972) ,  Hale and P1~~~~r (197k) , Hoa re and. Pal
(1971, 1975) , Kistenmacher (1974), Lee et a]. ( l973a) , Nishioka (1971) , and P1u~~ier
and Hale (1972) . By assuming both an interaction potential betwe en atoms and a
structural model for the cluster , the har;-~nic oscillator partition fun ction of
the cluster is used to predict the thermodynamic propertie s. Althou gh this
proce dure is very useful for study ing smR.11 clusters in the solid phase, it is
incapab le of treating liquid s because of the simultaneous assumption of inter-
action potential and structure configuratio n. The cont iguration of the cluste r
cannot be given independ. ently of the interaction potenti al .

To assure this consistency, two mathematical methods are used: the
molecular-dynamics method (Mc~ inty , 1973) and the Monte Carlo method (Lee et
a]., 1973b) . The molecular -dyna mics method, can provide both static and kinetic
pr operti es of cluster by calculati ng their time-averaged values. The Monte
Carlo method gives their ense~~le aver age, being restricted usually to static
structural properties. The parti tion function is given by an integral of con-
figuration probabilities with respect to all atoms or molecules of the cluster
system. The configuration probability is a function of the total potential
energy of the interaction between the atoms of molecules , which is determine d.
by the intera tomic or intermolecular potenti al . Thus , this method requires
only a knowledge of the intera tomic or intermolecul ar potential.

In molecular dynamics, the clusters are treated as molecules
c~~~osed of spheres with assumed intermol ecular potentials . The cluster
part ition functions are then evaluated fr ~~ standard statistica l-mechanics
relation s, using app roximations such as the harmonic approximation for the
vibration al partition functions and the rigid rotation approximation for
the rot ational partition function s . Each equilibrium cluster is found by
relaxing the nonequ ilibri imi cluster so that the potential energy of the cluster
t ake s an extremum. From the parti ti on function , thermodynamic functions for
the system are then calculated. , and the equilibrium concentration of clusters
are obtained. Such molecular dynamic studies of microclusters were reported
by Mc~ inty (1973), Briant and Burton (1974 , l975a, b , 1976a, b) ,  Kristenssn
et al ( 19714), and Zurek and Schieve (1978) . The validity of such a molecular
approach for cluster thermodyn amics was studied by Courtney et al (1974).

In the Monte Carlo calculati ons, a lar ge number of configurations
are generated for a molecular cluster system in which the cluster s are defined
by a certa in cri terion . By assund -ng appr opriate intermolecul ar potentials

I and canonically averaging with weighting of the obtained configurations
corresponding to the associated potential energy , the thermodynami c properties
of the cluster are calculated. Such calculations were performed by Lee et a].
( 1973b) , Abraham (l97~*a , b) ,  Bonissent and. Mutaftschi ev- (1974) , Binder (1975) ,
14i1ler-Krun~haan and Stol]. (1976) , Kaelberer and Etters ( 1977) , and. MLyazaki

• at a]. ( 1977) . Detailed considerations of the definition of physical clusters
were recently given by Gill. (1977) and Gil). et a]. (1977).
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Although these approaches rest on the conceptual exactness of the
statistical-mechanical formulation of the free energy of cluster formation ,
the required. knowledge of the intermolecular potential makes it difficult to
perform the requisite calculations for arbitrary substances. Using an atomic
mod.el of clusters, Burtor. end Briant (1977) obtained. universal correction
fac~tors, I~~~c’~/I,~g, which were independent of the substance studied. The
atoms were located on lattice points of a face-centred cubic lattice and
interacted only through nearest neighbour bonds . Unlike Abraham ( 1969) who
divided substan i~es into the two categories mentioned above, they showed that
for any substances at low supersat ur ation and. low temperature, nucleation
rates should be lower than those predicted by classical theory , while at high
supersaturation and high temperature, higher nucleation rates should result.
The features agree with observed. data. However, to further validate the theory,
many more experimental tests will be required over a wide range of supersatura-.
tion t~~~eratures and, liquids .

Binary and. mu1ti-cc~~onent mixtures: Mo].ti-ccmponent systems consisting of
• , two or more substances of condensable vapour are very important for chemical

engineering processes. Nucleation theories of the one-ccmponent system
mentioned above can be extended to such multi- c~~~onent systems. Hirschfelder(1974) extended Reiss ’ treatment of classical theory for a binary system to a
multi-ccmponent system. Then the free energy of formation of a cluster of
size i is given by

— 

1
~i = ~~ i~~ t1 - 

~~Oj
) + osi ( 23)

where ~~~ is the chemical potential per molecule of the j-th ca~ onent in
the vapo~ir phase having the same c~~~osition as the cluster , ~ij the chemical
potential per molecule of the j  -th c~~~onent of the bulk material having the
same phase and ccmposition as the cluster, ij the nu~~er of molecules of the
j-th ccmponent in the cluster (i = £ i,j , a- the surface tension, and Sj the

j~~~
1

surface area of the cluster. In binary component systems, the point of
unstable equilibrium for the critical nucleus corresponds to a saddle point
on the free-energy surface of the composition plane .

Recent studies in this field were made by MLrabel and Katz (1974) ,
Heist and. Reiss (19714), Shugard at a]. (1974) , Hirschfeld.er (1974) , Wilemsld
(l975a, b), Takahashi et al (1975), Reiss et al (1976), Bouland (1977) , and
Wegener and Wu (1976). These theories make it pos sible to determine the
value of the nucleation rate in relation to the partial pressures of the
cc~~~onents . For binary sulfuric-aci d water-vapour systems , even for humidi-
ties less than 100% , nucleation occur s at a low sulfuri c acid partial pressure ,

• because the mixture can be supersaturate d with respect to the sulfuric acid.
solution (Heist and Reiss , 1974) . Using rarefaction-wave flows of 1120 + C2H5011
bina ry system in a shock tube, Wegener and Wu (1976) observed a considerable
reduction in the critical supersaturation of C2H5OH with increasing concentra-
tions of 1120. Wilemski ( l975b) discussed the time lag needed to attain steady-
state nucleation in binary vapours . Under certain conditions where the concen-
tration of one of the two ccm~ onents is very smal l, the time lag may become so
large that the classical theo ry of nucleation with the steady-state assumption
is invalid . Comparisons between these theoretical and experimental studies do
not always show good agre~~~nt due to the uncerbainty of the vapour pressure
and. the nature of the resulting chemical ca~ ounds.
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2.3 Heterogeneous Nucleation

Heterogeneous nucleation and condensation are more prevalent phenomena
than homogeneous nucleation (Boucher , 1969, Sigsbee , 1969) in the cloud physics
as well as in metallurgical fields . However , due to the complexity of its
physical mechani sms and the difficulty of mathematical formulations , the
systematic studies have made little progre ss to date . The main sources of
heterogeneous nuclei in the atmosphere are smoke and vapour from fires and
various industries , dust from land surfaces , salt from oceans , and particulate
products from chemical reactions . The chemical and. physical pr operties of these
nuclei are extremely varied and complicated.

Heterogene ous nucleation and condensation can be characterized as
nucleation under the existence of third bodies , B , which participate in the
kinetic process as follows:

A1 + B ~~~ A,~ • B

B + A 1 . B ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. B + B

14
Al ~A 1 B . B

+ B ~~~ B

where Ai means an i-mer , Aj  ~B an i-mar strongly con~ ined with a third body B.
Depending on the phase of the third body , heter ogeneous nucleation and conden-
sation are categorized into three types: B can be a (i) solid , (ii) liquid ,
or (iii) gas (molecule , atom , ion) . The first means nucleation fr om the
vapour on foreign solid particles . The monomer or i-mers are adsorbed onto or
desorbed from the solid substrate . In the second c ase , they are dissolved
into or absorbed into the liquid material dependi ng on their solubi lity .
Hence the process is dominated only by condensation ( Sal~~icv and Tsirihin,
1977) . The third case usually involves nucleation on ions and has been
studied in some detai l .

Nucleation on solid particles: The process of heterogeneous nucleation on
solid parti cles is great ly influenced by geometri cal , chemical and physical
surface pr opertie s of the nuclei . Taking into accoun t these features , several
models have been pr oposed for heter ogeneous nucleation from the macroscopi c
point of view (Hir’th and Pound , 1963, Sigsbee , 1969, Boucher , 1969, and
Z1~~~1s , 1976) .

Consider mon~~~rs of a supersaturated vapour impinging on the
surface of a solid partic le of radius R , to make a cap-shape d cluster ai~~ yo
of radius r. There are two ways of monomer impingement a on e~~ryos: a direct
impin.~e n t  of monomers from the vapour and an impingement by deaorpt ion of
adsorbed mon~~~rs (Pig. 3).

As for the hcmogeneous case , the equilibrium concentration of
e
~~

ryos of size i* per unit surface area of substrate can be given by

* (25)
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where n51 is the concentration of adsorbed monomers on the substrate and
Lfl~ is the free energy of formation of an embryo of size i* from the vapour
phase mon~~~r of concentration n5~ . The latter concentration can usually be
expressed in terms of the impinging vapour monomer flux n,um and the mean
monomer stay time on the substrate i- as

p
fl~ ~~~ T 

v (26)s~. a

where Cxa is the adsorption coefficient and 1 is given by

(27)

where t~d is the desorption free energy of monomers and v is the vibrational
frequency of the adsorbed monomer .

In the direct impingement process of vapour monomers , the impinge-
ment rate of monomers on the embryo is expressed as in Eq. (4) ,

* *c~~ = a ~ _ _ _  
(28)

where a is the surface area of the embryo. The nucleation rate per uni t sur-
face area of substrate in the form of Eq. (12) is then

_ _ _ _  
1 ~v ~~~~~~~ / N’* ’\

I = Z c a a 
— 

_ _ _  
ex p (  

~~~~~
— ) exp ( -

~~~~~~~~
— ) (29)a v ~ ~~~~~~ I \. 

~~~ /

In the impingement process of desorbed monomers, the rate at which
d.esorbed. monomers impinge upon the embryos on the substrate is given by

* p / t1~~ \V e~p ( 8 
) (30)S b S

~~~~ ,~ 1kT \~~~~~~ /

where 
~~ 2 

is the embryo perimeter , 2~~ 
the mean surface diffusion distance and .

t~~ the free energy of activation for surface diffusion. The nucleation rate
is then

a p  , p / ~ G~~~~1~~~\ / AI1
*
\

I = Z 2 rt 
a v  v ex p (  5 ) e x p ( -~~~ — )  (31)

S c ~ V \ kT 
/ 

]~1~ /

Using reasonable asrnm~ tions that 1~}~ < <sd and a~, both
nucleation rate equations can be expressed in the same form as

= Z0a 
cz~ 

_ _ _ _  )

2 

( 

~~~~~*. .  fl
~~d )  (32 )
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where n = 1 for the direct impingement of monomers from the vapour, and n - 2
for the impingement of desorbed monomers.

from the macroscopic surface-thermodynamic point of view, the critical
free energy of the embryo formation can be expressed. as the sum of contributions
from the formation of the liquid bulk, the liquid-vapour interface, and the
so3.id.-liquid. interface:

(33)

where tØ~ is the free-energy difference per unit volume of liquid phase from
vapour to liquid. phase being equal to 

~~~~ 
- ~.Lg)/v~~g, c~~j the surface free energy

of the interface between phases i and. j, vg the vo1~.sne of liquid , &v the surface
area of’ liquid-vapour interface , as the surface area of liquid-substrate inter-
face , and aubscri~fts v, £ and a refer to vapour, liquid and. substrate, respec-
tively. From geometrica l considerati on, vg, av and a5 are written as

v2 =~~~~r a ~~ , cose

~v 4~2?
2 bv ( ~~~’~~ 088

) 
(34)

a5 = 4 2 b5 (~ 
, cose

)

where a, b~ and. b5 are function s. of r/R and the contact angle e.

By using the usual definition of the contact angle

cose = ~ 
- 

= 

- 

~~~ (a- = ~~ ) (35)
°2v

and substituting Eqs.(34) and. (35) into Eq.(3~, the free energy of formation of an
~ bryo of radius r , on a nucleus of radius R , can be expressed. as a function of
r , R and. cose . Differentiating E~j  with respect to r to evaluate the critical
free energy ~~* gives the cri tical radius r*,

(36)

• The free energy of formation of a critica l embryo is then

16i~~y /
2 ~ ( ~~ ‘ °°~~ 1 (~~~ )

• 3(1~~~ ns) \ /
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where
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+ c~ ( l _ ~~
cose)

3
}+3( ~~)

2
cose {c e ( 1_ ~~

cose )_ 1} 1  (38)

2 -1/2
c0 .{1+ ( ~~ ) 

_ 2 - ~~cose
}

• Due to the nature of the factor f(r/R , cose) , it is seen that lower values of
contact angle reduce greatly the activation energy of critical embryo. Finally,
the heter ogeneous nucleation rate per unit area of nucleus substrate can be
expres sed as

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ l)}exP{~~~
2t~~~!(t~~ l)} ~~~~

where 10 means the homogeneous nucleation rate per unit vo1~~~ of vap our,

~ Zc 4~~~2 _ !~~~ -—

~ 

(. ~~i 
r*~~~

) 
. 

( 39k)

and
/i~r ~R11 = —~.J~~~~ e 

‘ ~~~~~~~ 
0)

Nucleation on ions: Clusterin g and condensation of vapour atoms or molecules
on ions have been investigated since Wilson first demonstrated that ions
~nhax~ce nucleation in cloud condensatio n . Ions pr av~ide a cent ra l force field ,
which is a simple form of attractive potential resulting in the formation of
heter ogeneous embryos . Therefore , a fundamental understandi ng of ion-induced
nucleation would provide an important basis for fur ther developments in the
theory of heterogeneous nucleati on . In an attempt to explain the process of
nucleation about ions , several equations have been pr oposed by White and.
Kaasner (1971), )~ son (1971), Loeb ( 1971) , Stachyorska ( 1965), Ruasel (1969) ,
and Castleman and Tang (1972). J

Gaseous ions att ract vapour molecules to form small droplets in
equilibrium with the vapour . A larger , single charged droplet may be formed

• by clustering the appr opriate ntmb er o~ monomers to one droplet of radius ra,
containing ia molecules (Fig . 14 ) .  The ion-field. energy is changed due to
surrounding dielectric molecules . By introduci ng an electrostatic term to
account for the charge, the macroscopi c free en.rgy of ~~~ryo formation is
written as
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(14i)

where € is the liquid dielectric constant and e is the electronic charge in
Gaussian units. At r = r5, t~}j  = 0 and. ~t~j /~r = 0, which means a metastable
equilibrium. The first two terms consist of a term accounting for the free
energy of vaporization of the condensing molecules and a surface term re-
presenti ng the work done in changing the surface area as a result of the
conden sation of addi tional. molecules. The one addition al term account s for
the change in the field energy about an ion owing to the condensation of a
film of a given radius having a dielectric constant €. The dielectric
constant of the surrounding vapour phas e is generally taken to be close to
unity .

The critical nucleus (~ tf j/ ~r = 0) is then given by

• which has two roots, the smaller one correspondi ng to r5 and the larger to
r*. The nucleation rat e is then

I = Z 1 4 nr*2 O~V 
~~ exp (-f ) (42)c

where

(43)

and the Zeldavich factor is given by

Z 1 
2 £4,~~~2 ( l 1)e

2
}1~~

f 
(1e4)c 9,~~I~i* ~ E

In this expression , only the term representing different ionic radii
accounts for different ions, and it does not always predict observed variat ions
in the nucleation rate when the sign of ions is changed . Whit e and Kassner
(1971) modified the term to account for dipole-dipole and dipole-quadr upole
repulsions between the clustering molecules • In this manner , they arrived at
a set of expressions for calculating ni.merical values of the free-energy
barrier for nucleation about both negative and posit ive ions • The values

- • appeared to be consistent with macroscopic observation s of the relati ve
~~~~ saturati on ratios required for nucleati on about the respective ions of

• 
• differen t sign .

Russell (1969) extended the homogeneous nucleati on theo ry of La the
and Pound to condensation on ions , taking the clusters as free particles and• accounting for the corre spond ing parti tion functio ns . The free energy of

_ _  
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an~ ryo formation is then expressed as
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where qtr~~ and q.rot are molecular translational and rotational part ition
functions o~ the embryo taken as a rigid body , and q~en is a constant term
accounting for six internal degrees of freedom replacea by the tr anslational
and rotational motions . The last term is estimated as 12~r jn(r/ra), Which
leada to the nucleation rate

(
~~~

)

l2 
(146)

The factor (r*/r a) l2 is of the order 1O14 in most cases . Both theories , Eqs .
• (142) and (146) , are ccanpared wi th cloud chamber measurements of rain limits ,

that is , the supersaturation needed to produce a rain of droplets. Neither
theory predi cted the different catalytic potencies of positive and negative
ions .

- 

All experimental studies of ion-induced nucleation have been made
in cloud ch~~~ers , following exposure to high-energy X-ra ys or other suitable
ionization sources , and measuri ng only macro scopic pr operties of droplet
formation. Consequen tly , the molecular aspects of the Fhenomenon and elpe-
cia,.U.y the rol e of ~~~~1 1 clusters have remained obscure and many conflicting
stat~~~nts have appe ared in the literature concerning the actual mechanisms
tnvolved. Mass-spectr ~~~ter techniques used with high-pressure ion-sources
have yielded. a wealth of information about clusteri ng on ions . Water has
received special attention . Clusteri ng rates , equilibrium distributions ,
and other thermodynamic quantities have been determined for sm~1]~-size
clusters of water molecules on ions . In these studies , the classical liquid-
drop model seems woefully unable to account for the pr operties of these small
clusters, although it may be more realistic as cluster s grow 1ai~ger . For
example , water does not condense around such ions as O~ , 0~ , N~, N+, ~~~ or
He+ as had been proposed . Instead , these ions rapidly react with water to
form an equilibrium distribution of H+(H20)n, which serve s as a nucleus for
further condensation . On the other hand, some ions such as The, Bi+, Na+,
and C1 seem to form centres for clusteri ng. Ion-molecule reactions are .
taking place duri ng the course of the usual ion-induced nucleation experiment ,
generally leading to the formation of a ccmplex group of ions of unknown com-
position .

To account for these features , the microcrysta3. statistical model
• developed for homogeneous clusters also can be applied to vapour-ion inter-

actions . Caste man and Tang (1972) treated the clusters as harmonically-bound
• - crystal lities and calculated their parti tion functions direct ly on a high-speed• ccm~ uter. Once the partition functions are determine d one can obtain detailed

thermodynamic data for various cluster sizes over a wide range of pressure and
a reasonable range of temperature . With the molecular dynamic method, Briant
and Burton (1974) calculate d the thezmodynaaic properties of the clusters
consisting of one to four water molecules plus one ion and of four water
molecules plus NH3, assuming an effective potential for water-water and
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water -ion interaction . O’Br ien and. Robinson (19714) also considered two set s
of clusters of spherical shape and “grown” clusters of an ion plus different
n~~~ers (i ~- 86) of molecules . Bach cluster consists of Lennard-Jones (6-12)
spheres (at oms or molecules) with a single charge ion in its cent re . Mruisk
et al (1974~ applied the Monte Car lo method to a system of water vapour plus
Li+, Na+, K ’ , C]. and r ions for a cluster of one to six molecules of H20,
and obtained sufficiently good agreement with experi~~ntal data.

2.14 Nonstationary Nucleation

In the case of condensation occurr ing , in a vapour close to thermo -
dynamic equilibri~z, the features of the condensation process are not sensitive
to the detailed cluster-formation model employed, and they are described by
steady- state kinetics . However , a steady state can only be reached when all
transi ent effects of the process have disappeared from the system. When thi s
relaxati on proce ss takes a much longer time than the charac teristic lifetime
of the vapour system (as for a rapid expansion of supersoni c free-molecul ar
jet s or in the associate d vapour system) the transient processes play an impor-
tant role in the clustering behaviour, For this purpose , nonsteady kinetics
of clusterizatjon ~~st be considered.

Earlier approaches to this problem were reviewed by Courtney (1962) .
~~~loying the classical liquid-dr op theory with a lower limit of appli cabili ty
as a 19-molecule cluster and assnming a collision frequency for the rate
constant, Courtney ( 1962 ) solved Eq. (2) and displayed the time dependence of
concentration s of various size clusters (20 < i  < 119) . Similar studies were
done by And.res and Boundart (1965) and !ibrah~m (T970, 1971) for 11 < 1  ~ 110.The latter showed an overshoot of the current Ij, from the stead y- sEate current
1*, for cluster sizes less than the critical size. The maximum overshoot is
greater in magni tude and at an earlier time for small clusters. Kortzeborn
and Abraham (1973) investigated the heter ogeneous-nucle ation problem of water
mon~~~rs condensing onto a prescribed number of ions in a similar manner . In
this case , the smallest cluster can be assumed to be in metastab le equilib ri um
with a concentr ation equal to that of the ions. The time dependence of cluster
concentration and current showed the same functional dependence as found in
the homogeneous case . Firsch and Carlier (1971) , Harstad (1975) , Dra ine and
Salpeter (1977) and. Peak ( 1978) treated the system of cluster reactions as
continuous in size to solve Eq. (2) in integral form and calculated the relaxa-• tion time, accounting for the effects of the concentration of the smallest
cluster . Shugard and Reiss (1976) applied a stochastic approach to the non-
steady nucleat ion proce ss. The growth of dr oplets through the addition of
simple molecules can be analogous to a random walk of walkers on a lattice of
discret e size , where the ntmb er of molecules in a drop corresponds to the
coordinate of the lattice . The developed theo ry was then applied •to the
H2SO4-H20 vapour system, which had quite a long relaxation time in atmospheric
conditions .

As mentioned above, in free-molecul ar jet-e xpansions, the kinetics
of formation of increasingly larg er molecular clusters is fundamentally
necessary to character ize the condensation proces s. In this decade , extensive
effort s have been made in this area , especial ly for dimer formation. This
work will be descr ibed in Section 14.4 in connection with free-molecular j .t
flows . Recently, the kinetics of clustering was studie d by Pouri ng (1977) and• Kanyukhov and Faizulaev (1977) consideri ng that decay and growth of cluster s
follow unimolecular and bimolecular reaction s .
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Pouring (1977) applied the cluster kinetic theory of Buckle (1969)
to the condensation of water vapour in air • In the cluster theory, each cluster
is an aas~~bly of atoms bound by London forces . The probabilities of wdmole-
cular and bimolecular reactions which control the decay and growth of cluster s
are determined from the phase integral for energy configurations. The internal
energy in a cluster circulates freely between all degrees of freedom at some
frequency. When the energy of a surface-site atom exceeds the coupling energy
to its nearest neighbours, the atom is lost from the cluster . On the other
hand, a cluster can grow only if the collision energ y fails to dissociate the
incipiently-b ound atom from the site atom. To employ thi s cluster kinetics , he
ass~~~d molecular parameters , such as pair-interaction energy, cluster internal
energy circulation frequency, surface- site to internal.site parameter, nearest-• neigthour coordination numbers, monomer concentration, and cluster size of• effective nimerical infinity. After an initial equilibrium condition is
established, the resulting relaxation process corresponding to changes in the
thermodynamic state can be calculated by this kinetic the ory . It was found
that the nonequilibrium cluster behaviour is dominated by the behaviour of the

• internal energy redistribution frequency.

Zurek and Schieve (1978) used molecular dynamics to gain insight
into the details of cluster formation . ~~1ecules of a two-dimensio nal gas of
hard-sphere well discs are placed initially on the regular lattice with equal
speeds and. random direction s of motion. The initial conditio n for relaxation
is produced by a few hundred collisions . Starting from this initial condition
the evolution of the system is followed by~investigating the temperature
dependence of the mole fractions of small clusters formed in an adiabatically-
isolated system. The topological aspect of clusters also was studied. The
cluster tends to have , on the aver age, a much smaller number of bonds than the
most ouspact configuration .

3. C0}U)ENSATION

From the standpoint of nonste ady kinetic theory , condensation is a
successive and continuous proce ss of nucleation . However , in usua l cases of
condensation , the nuclei are considered to consist of a suffi ciently large
nwiber of molecules that they form a liqui d droplet. For such liquid dr oplets,
it is convenient to analyse the process using macrosc opic molecular dynamics
or continuum dynamics.

3.1 Droplet Growth

In the process of dr oplet growth , the molecular motion and the heat
release by phase-transitions must be taken into account with appropriate

• boundary conditions on the drop let surface for incident and reflected vapour
and gas molecules.

The transfer of ~~as , ~~~~ntum end. energy to dr oplets depends on
the Knudsen n~~~er Kn j ~J r4, where Am is th. seen-free-path of the molecules
in the gas and. r~ the characteri stic A4~~~sion of the droplet. The mean-free-
path ii given by
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where ~~is the dyn~~~c viscosity, R the gas constant and. it the molecular
weight . The limit of Kn -, 0 corresponds to the continuum regi~~ where the
tran sport processes are governed by the usual fluid-dynamic equations. The
mass flux of the vapour to a spherical droplet of radius r can be expressed
as 

= ~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~ (cu, - c~~)

where P~ is the density of the vapour, D the diffuaicn coefficient and C~~and C~~ the concentrations of the vapour at infinity and at the droplet
surface, respectively. The limit of Kn -~~ corresponds to the free-molecular
regime wher e the transfer processes are controlled by the interaction of
individual gas molecules with the droplet . The mass flux of the vapour to
the droplet is then given by the Hertz-Knu dsen relation

- ~~d 

)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

where m is the molecular mass, p~. the vapour pressure at the droplet surface,
and Pd the saturation vapour pressure at the droplet temperature, Td.. ~he
first term in the parentheses is the lxpingement rate of vapour molecule on
the droplet surfac e, and. the second is the evaporation rate .

In the intermediate regime, these expressions must be modified by
an amount depending on the deviation from the foregoing limits . For a case
slightly different from the free-molecular regime, a sticking coeffi cient , ac,
is introduced, and the droplet growth rate can be expressed as

dr m ~v ( rd/ i— 
_ _ _ _  ~, (47)C 

~~.t 
.j2~~~~~~~~ 

\ ~vY d

• where pg is the density of liquid of the droplet. By intralucing an effective
condensation coefficient

= crc (1 - (48)

Eq. (47) can be reduced to

_ _ _  
(1e7a)

The atiftking coefficient (~ is the ratio of the nuzber of vapour molecules (or
• atoms) that bec~~~ part of the liquid phase to the total ntmber of molecules

that impinge on the surface or the fraction of incident vapour-phase molecules
which are trapped in the liquid-vapour surface potential-well after a single
collision with the surface . The condensation coefficient is synonymous with
the sticking coefficient . This concept and the concept of thermal acc~~~~d.ation
coefficient form the basis of the equation s for droplet growth in this regime.
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Analytic expressions for droplet growth consider the diffusion of vapour toward
the dr oplet and the conduction of heat away from the dr oplet . The sticking
coefficient a0 in the equation modifies the binary diffusion coefficient for
the vapour diffusing through the noncondensing gas. The thermal acc~~~ dation
coefficient °t modifies the thermal conducti vity of the noncondensing gas . The

• latter coefficient is a measure of the efficiency with which the noncond ensing
gas removes heat from the droplet surface . In water-dr oplet growth as applied
to the atmosphere , it appears reasonable to use an acc odation coefficient
of unity . Howeve r , the sticking coefficient varies and depends on a number of
factor s such as the degree of contamination of the vapour and the nature of the
rioncondensing gas .

• Values of the sticking coefficient can be obtained theoreti cally
fr om kinetic theory by solving the Boltzmann equation in the vapour phase
subject to the appr opriate boundary conditions at the surface of the dr oplet .
The solution can be expanded in terms of the inverse Knudsen number . The
coefficients of this expansion are determined by collision integrals . This
problem was stud ied by Kelly and Sengens (1972 , 1974) , and Loylka ( 1973) with
a linearized BGK model .

Values of the sticking coefficient have also been obtained experi-
mentally by several investigat or s for a variety of condensati on and evaporation
phenomena and experimental techni ques. According to 1~.11s and Seban (1967) ,
the value ranged from 0.006 to unity . By means of thermal diffusion chambers ,
Chodes et al (1974), Gollub et al (1974) and Sinnarwall et al ( 1975) obtained
an aver age value of 0.036 . Vietti and Fastook ( 1976) measured water-dr oplet
growth in air and CO2 atmospheres using an expansion cloud chamber wi th a light
scatteri ng technique for saturation ratios s = 1.5 3 . 5 .  Comparing with the
Fukuta- Wa lter theory (Eq. 53) , they obtained a value of the sticking coefficient
crc .~~l for air and Cr0 = 0 . 1— 1  for a C02 atmosphere (r < 2  pm) . For larger
dr oplets in C02 , values smaller than 0.036 were observed . With a diffusion
cloud chamber and a light scattering method , Gollub et al ( 1974) obtained
values for the condensation coefficient and the thermal acco~~odation coeffi-
cient for small saturation ratios (s = 1.02 1.05) as °t = 1 and a~ = 0.01 0.1
for the 3 7 p m radius range .

From continuum fluid-dynamics , several expression s are pr oposed
for the dr oplet growth in the intermediate regime . When the droplet population
is sufficiently low , the droplet and vapour system can be treated as a singl e
dr oplet surrounde d by an infinite vapour and nonconden sible gas mixture .
Gyarmatby (1963) considered mass and heat transfer about a liqui d dr oplet of
radius r in a mixture of • - vapour and noncondensible gas , which lead to

T T _ thIJ _ ñt - ( 2~ l~~\ 4- - 

~~~~~~ v - “yr - yr - 

~sr~~~ ‘~ pvRv~r ) ~

where I is the condensation rate of vapour mass per unit time, being equal to
d( i4y/3r3p~g)/dt , Tr the surface temperature. of the dr oplet , T the bulk gas
temperature , Pvr and P~ the vapour pressure at the droplet surface and at ;~~

• infinity , respectively, P ar the saturation vapour pressure at Tr , p.,, the
density of the vapour , R~ the gas const ant of the vapour , a- the surface tension ,
L the latent heat of vaporization , and ~~ and tc the tr ansfer coefficient s of
heat and mass modi fied for the Knudsen flow:
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~ l + a ~Kn ~~0)

where 7~ 
is the heat conductivi ty , D the bina ry diffusion coeffi cient , p the

ambient pressure , Pg the pressure of the gas , and a
~ 

and. a~ are given by

a = ____ ~
‘ ~~ a = 

~~~

— 
~~~~~~~~ 

(51)t at ,~ + 3. ~~~~ 0 at,, ~ Pg 3’i

• where at and C*~~ are the thermal acc~~~~dation coefficients for the mixture
and the vapour , respectively , ~ the dynamic viscosity, Cp the specifi c heat ,
y th. specifi c heat ratio, p the density of the mixture and ~ and py the
molecular weights of the mixture and the vapQur, respectively. From these

• relations end the Clasius-Cla peyron relation

- ____

dPy L

the droplet growth can be expressed as

~~ p r • 

L2 1 p - P  R T  -l p

! t r  ( l _ ~~!){___ ~~l + a K n + }in (52)

where r~ - 2oj( O~RyT) (tn(p~/p5) )_ 1. Employing this droplet growth law wi th
th. classical theory of homogeneous nucleation rate , Eq. (18) , Barschdor ff
et .1 ( 1976) showed good agreement between the theoretical and experimental
results in nozzle and shock-tube flows with condensation .

Fukuta and. Walter (1970) derived a similar expression for the
droplet growth law in the case of p~.

00 = 0 (pg~ = p), in which Crtv in S
~ 

is
replaced~ by the condensation coefficient crc

dr - ~g I L~ 1 1 1 r1 (Py r 0~ ~a~~~~r 1~~~~~~1+ a tKn~~~~~~l + a cK n J  ~\ P~~~~~~~~7 )  ~~~~

where

_ 4~~~~~~~ ~ 27~, _ _ _at a~ ~ 
+ 1 5c ä (54) 

- -

)~ aauring the growth rate of water droplets in air , argon and
he1i~~ atmospheres, in an expansion cloud chamber with a light scattering
method, and. c~~~aring the results with various expressions of droplet growth,
Vietti and Schuster ( 1973a, b) were not able to find, a best fit for their
d.~~a.

For densely populated droplets, the interactions between droplets
must be taken into account due to the Brownian motion, electric charg. and
turbulent flow . In highly dispersed systems , coagulation due to the Brownian

j  
_ _ _ _ _  
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motion as well as the environmental, variation due to vapour depletion and
heat release of condensation will predominate. On the other hand , turbulent
flows will, play an important role as the inter-droplet distances increase .
The last effect was studied as an extension of a single dr oplet growth by
Wagner and. Pohl. (1975) and Wagner (1975).

3.2 Condensate Mass

To calculate the flow variables, it is necessary to know the overall
condensate mass as a function of time and space. For the nonstead y process
of nucleation with a large relaxation time, the history of the condensate mass
must be conaide~~d using nonstead y kinetic theory . For most systems with
~ n~i1 relaxation times, it can be considered that liquid droplet s with the
critic al, radius are spontaneousl y nucleated corre spondi ng to the vapour state
and then grow to larger dr oplets obeying a growth law . Through vapour conden-
sation, droplets nuc1e~~ed at a time r with critical radius r*( ~r) grow to

• droplets of radius r(t) at a time t. Since , duri ng the time interval r to
i + di-, the number of nucleated droplet s is I( ‘r)d.r , the overall condensate
mass pe r unit volime of the mixture at time t is written as

t
• M =J •

~? ~2 I( ’r )r(t , ‘r) 3d.r (55)

The rate of pr oduction of the overall condensat e mass is the n

iQi = ~~1 p~I(t) r II (t) 3 +f ~‘T p~Z( ’r) ~~~ (r(t , i-) )3d.r (56)

When nucleation and condensation proceed heterogeneously on the
surface of foreign solid or liqui d particles , an additional contribution must
be added to the above relation . In order to describe the number density and
size distribution of such foreign nuclei , a distrib ution function with respect
to the characteri stic size of particles of an equivalent radius R , can be
introduced . The distribution function N (R) multiplied by dR characterizes the
n~~~er of particles lying in the size range R to B + dR per unit voltme of

• vapour,

dN = N(R)dR (57)

A nu le~a~. particle has the surface area S~ , at the initiation of nucleation.
At time t , the area c~~~s to be wetted, by condensed droplets, say, S5, and the

• surface area of a nuc].eua particle on which embryos can nucleate is then

(58)

When the number-distribution function of foreign nuclei is N(R) and the
nucleation rate per unit surface area of a nucleus particle is I~, the
total nucleation rate per unit vol’~me of vapour is given by
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i f I.S~N(R)dR =f I~(8~, - 83)z1(R)dR (59)

The wetted surface area S~ is given by

~ =f I5(i-)(s~ - s~) a5(t, ‘r) d~r (60)

where a ( t , i’) is the interfacial. area between the nucleus particle and. the
• condensate droplet which is formed. at time y (< t) . The mass produced during

the ti~~ i- and i’ + 41- is

f15(.r)(so - N(R)dRdi-

and grows at time t up to

I i~(i-)( s~ - S5) p
2v2(t ,

where vg represents the vol~me of the condensate. Thus, the overall conden-
sate mass per unit vapour volim~ is given by

M =f {fI ~(i-)(s~ 
- s~) p

2
v
2
(t, i-)di- }

N(R)dR (61)

and the rate of production of the liquid phase by

~
i =f {i3(t~~s~ 

- 58)tpi
v - 

~~~~~~ 
(p ~v2)di- }

N(R)~~

When condensation of the vapour takes place on the whole surface area of the
foreign particle as in the case of liquid particles , it can be assumed that
S5 — 0  and S~

Combining Eqs . (58) and (62) yields the final expre ssion for the
rate of production of the liquid phase as

1 4-  1(t) +J I( i.) 
~~ 

(P p2r3 
~ 

di-

- 8,)~
p1v +f I8(i-)(s~ - s~)

i-~~~ (p1v1)dr 
}

N(R)~~

L 

0 (63)
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3. FLOWS WITH IWLEP1T ION AND COID~~SAT ION

For a given initial condition of saturated or supersaturated vapour,
a finite time is required for the molecules to achieve appreciable clusteri za-
tion or critical nucl eation . Such relaxation times of nucleation are of the
order of microseconds (Andres , 1969) . Thus , the vapour flow proceeds without
condensation beyond the saturation state , being supercooled to a certain extent
before the occurrence of observable nucleation (Fig . 5). In cloud chambers,
supersonic nozzles , and shock tt~bes , the characteristic time of flow in which
an appreciable change of the thermodynamic state occur s is of the order of
milliseconds. The cooling rates of these flows usually obtained are shown in
Table 1. For flows where the thermodynamic state changes sufficiently slowly

• ccepared with the kinetic process of clusterization , the kinetically steady
state can be established after a very short induction time for nucleation ,

• and the flow is described by a quasi-steady theory of nucleation . In such
• cases , nucleation and condensation can be regarde d only as a heat-release

process and the physical pr operties of the flow can be determined fro m well-
• established methods of gasdynainics . Consequently, such flows have been used

for testing and understanding nucleation and condensation theories and to provide
macroscopic theories of nucleation sufficiently useful for practical prdblems of
condensation.

Under rapid expansions of’ free-molecular beams produced by expansion
through an orifice or nozzle into high vacuum, the quasi-steady assumption of
clusterization is no longer valid and a. kinetic treatment must be used. In
turn, the kinetic processes can be studied in such a flow system, and detailed
information can be obtained on small clusters.

4.1 Cloud Chambers

(i) ~ cpansion Cloud-Chamber:

The cloud chamber commonly discussed by many investigators is the
Wilson expansion chamber. Here , a mixture of vapour and inert carrier gas is
expanded rapidly from a known initial volume bo a known final volume under
well-controlled conditions . The rapid expansion is usually obtained by
actuating a piston or by opening a quick-acting valve to a lower pressure.
The final state in the chamber is chosen to be supersaturated. By increasing
the final supersaturation, the critical limit of supersaturation is determined
beyond which the supersaturated state can no longer be sustained owing to
onset of condensation . At this point , the nucleation rate per cubic centi-
meter per second is considered to lie in the neighbourhood of I = 1 drop/( cm3a) .

For the study of’ homogeneous nucleation , the chamber is cleared of
heterogeneous condensation nuclei by repeated expansion with the same mixture
and removing the drops condensed on these nuclei. Possible condensation of
vapour on ions is avoided by employing a suitable electri c field and shielding
the chamber against low-energy radiation . The cri tical supersaturation
required for homogeneous nucleation is calculated by assuming that nucleation
occurs at the maximum supersaturation achieved through ~~pansion and assigning
an appropriate duration time to this state - denoted as the sensitive time.
Supersaturation, however , is continuously and rapidly varying wi th time, and
additional nucleation and droplet growth are simultaneously and continuous ly
occurring. The analysis of the results obtained by photographing the droplet s
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or from light scatteri ng techniques must be studied using a nucleation-rate
law and. a droplet-growth law . A cloud chamber of this type for the study of
hca~geneous nucleation was developed to a high degree of refinement by Allard
and Kassner (1965), and ICassner and Schmitt (1966). They used a progra~~~d
expansion - a large fast expansion followed by a small slow expansion and
a small fast c~~~ression. The programed expansion produces a roughly para-
bolic pulse of supersaturation . The ~m*11 slow expansion offsets the increase
in the temperature (decrease in supersaturation) of’ the interior gas of the
chamber which is brought on by the heated boundary layers of the gas near the
walls end/or around growing dr oplets . The amall compression reduces the
supersaturation to an extent so as to suppress the additional nucleation .
At the same time, the supersaturation is kept high enough to insure rapid
droplet growth . The pulse technique can provide sampling times which are
considerab ly shorter than the natural “sensitive time ” of the chamber . With
phot ographic records of the total dr oplet population,which are taken after
the dr oplets have grown to visible size , the relationship between nucleation
rate and supersaturation is estimated in the following way. First , an
empirical nucleation-rate versus supersaturation curve , I( s) , is ass~med.
The curve is integrated over the pulse shape of the experimental supersat ur ation
to predict the droplet population

n(t) =

The empirical curve I( a) is adjusted until the predicted value of the
population agrees with the one obtained photographically. The final
nucleation-rate versus supersaturation curv e include s the effect of vapour
depletion due to nucleation and dr oplet growth , which m ay not necessarily be
considered in the nucleation theory. To avoid the latter effect , the sampling
should be taken in an infinitesi mally shor t time or the droplet growth by
diffusion should be taken into account under the time-varying supersaturation
owing to vapour depletion as well as continuous expansion or cce~ression .

Such an atte mpt was made by Lund and Rivers (1966) . They modified
a droplet-growth law in cloud physics used by Fletcher and others for the growth
and evaporation of cloud-~’hamber droplets. Usin g the classical nucleation
theory and the droplet growth law , fc*llowing the step-by- step growth of
droplets and correcti ng n~~~na]. supersaturations obtained from pressure records
for vapour depletion, they predicted droplet-population and dr oplet-size in
reasonable agreement with observatio ns. However , an exact treatment of this
problem is complicated by the necessity of solving the nonsteady equations of
heat and mass transfer with moving bounda ry conditions which are time-dependent.
For this purpose, the technique used for a shock-tube rarefaction-wave flow can
be e3~~loyed (see Section 4.3)

In addition to such nonstation ary processes , the results obta ined
from an expansion cloud-chamber depends on the degree of adiabatici ty of the
apparatus , size of the chamber , “ sensitive time” of expansion, and observation
techniques . These complexities have been circumvented by the development of
the diffusion cloud- rth ember .

(ii) Diffusion Cloud- Chamber

Duri ng the past decade , Katz and his coworkers (1967, l970a , 1975 ,
1976) have refined the ther mal-diffusion cloud- chamber to such an extent that
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the chamber is now one of the best quantitative methods for studying the
nucleation process in a gas . As shown in Fig . 6, it consists of a warm bottom
plate and a cooler top plate . A pool’ of worki ng flui d under investigation
covers the lower plate . The space above the pool is filled with a light ,
inert gas such as helium. The side walls of the chamber form a cylinder and
can be constructed of glass , quartz or other materials containing windows
through which optical observations can be made. Vapour evaporates from the
surface of the pool and diffuses to the upper plate where it condenses at
lower temperatures . The upper plate is slightly beveled and the condensate
flows to the side walls where it returns to the lower pool . The total
density of the vapour-carrier-gas mixture decreases from the bottom to the top
to prevent natural convection . Since the saturation vapour pressure of the
mixture varies exponentially with temperature and the partial pressure of the
vapour is nearly linear, a supersaturated state can be obtained through the
chamber . At given temperatures of the upper and lower plates , a steady state

• is set up in which supersaturation passes through a maximum at a point
relatively distant from either plate. In order that the distribution of
temperature and. supersaturation in the chamber should be easily predicted ,
the t~th,a~ther must be designed to produce , to a high degree of’ approximation,
one-dim~risional diffusion of heat and mass and it must always operate under
conditions in which very few droplets form.

A single experiment consists of setting the temperature gradient
such that the chamber is visually observed to be nucleating at a rate of about
2 3 dr ops cur 3 sec 1 and then measuring the total pressure and the tempera-
tures at the surface of the evaporating pool and at the top plate . The
temperatures of both plates are then decreased or increased and the experi-
ment is repeated in such a way that the sam e rate of nucleation is always
observed. The critical supersaturation at a given temperature, the super-
saturation which just initiates nucleation at the assigned rate (of 1 10 droplets

• cur3 sec-i) can be obtained as the envelope of the individual supersaturation
curve plotted versus the temperature for each experiment (Fig . 7).

Using this technique , Katz and his coworkers carried out an
extensive study to determine the critical supersaturations for homogeneous
nucleation of’ various substances such as ethanol , methanol , n-hexane and.
water in the temperature range 235 to 295 K (1967) , n-hexane, n-heptane , n-
octane and n-nonane in the temperature range 225 to 330 K (l970a) , benzene ,
toluene, o-xylene and n-butylbenzene over as much as a 150 K-range of’ temper-
atures ( 1975), and carbon tetrachioride ( CC14) , chloroform (CHC13) , Freon 11
(CC13F) and 1-1-2-2-tetrachioro-ethane ( C2H2C1h ) over as much as a 90 K-range
of temperatures (1976) . The results obtained were compared with predictions
from homogeneous nucleation theories . The classical theory, Eq. (18), was
found to be in excellent agreement without any correction f~r the dependence

• of surface tension on radius even at radii as ~ma11 as 9.7 X containing 16
molecules of ri-butylbenzene at 215 K or 11.7 ~ containing 214 molecules of
n-nonane at 230 ~~. However , in shock tube flow s where the particle radius

• is less than 10 X, it was necessary to “adjust” the- mlues of surface tension
for a good fit of ana lysis with exper iment (Sislian , 1976 and Sislian and
Glass , 1977) . The results ~~r chloroform and Freon 11 obtained with a
supersonic nozzle showed a good agreement with the Lothe-Pound theory , Eq. (22)
(Jaeger et al, 1969, Dawson et al , 1969) . However , now the results from a
diffusion t’h~~~er were found to be in very good agreement with classical
theo ry, Eq. ~l8) . Bj using hydr ogen, helium , neon , nitrogen and argon as the
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carrier gas , the effects of quantities and species of carrier gas were also
studied. As long as the total pressure was greater than about 2.5 times the
equilibrium vapour pressure at the top of the bottom plate , the amount of
carrier gas was found to have no eff ect on the observed critical supersatura-
tion .

The experimental data for water vapour obtained by Katz and Ostermier
(1967) exhibited considerable scatter by comparison with their other results .
Keist and Reiss (1973) conside red that thi s arose becau se the water whi ch
condensed on the top plate did not wet the metal surface but formed large drops
which fell, through the chamber to make disturbances . By covering the tap plate
with a thin layer of Pyrex glass wool so that water wetted the glass wool to
drain to the side walls, they succeeded in eliminating the scatter and obtained
reliable data for homogeneous nucleation of water . In this case , the classical
nucleation-theury provi ded excellent agreement with experimental results . It
should be noted that , by contrast with nozzle and shock-tube flows , almost
all the results from ~1.’4 chamber are in good agreement with the classical S

droplet-model theory. At p:esent, it is not clear whether this is due to the
physical features of cloud ch~~~er or to the limited experimental conditions .

The diffusion cloud-chamber has the following advantages: (a) it
is a steady- state devicf such that a stationary state of a specified nucleation
rate can be used to det.ermine the critica1. supersaturation ; (b) the chamber is
self-cleaning . Once a dust parti cle has nucleated a droplet, it rapidly grows
to visible size and f’tlls into the liquid pool ; (c) the chamber effectively
has no wails; (d) nur~leation on ions or those caused by the passage of an
energetic particle are readily distinguishable from homogeneous nucleation
However , its applicability is limited by the following factors : (1) the sub-
stance to be studied must be livid , with the tempere~ ure below the critical
point and above the triple point , at both the bottow and top plates; (ii)
the heat and mass transfer equations require an acc~&rate knowledge of the
thermal conducti vity and the diffusion coefficient of the vapour-carrier-gas
mixture as a funct ion of’ both temperature and composition .

The diffusion cloud chamber, however , because of its advantages,
can be used for other studies such as nucleation on ions , in binary or immiti-
component systems . Furt hermore , the nucleation and growth processes have
the possibili ties of being applied to the detect ion and amplificati on in che a-
ical-physical phenomena involving neutral molecules . Reiss et a.l (1977) have
uncovered many experimenta l difficulties in adapting the diffU~ 1uu ~~~~~er for
this purpose but nevertheless obtaine d some quantitative results .

4.2 Nozzle Flows

Nucleation and condensation in nozzle flows are important in
connection with the design and performance of supers onic and hypersonic wind
tunnel s, ro cket nozzles , steam turbines , and cooling towers . ~ctensive theore-
tica l and experimental studies have been repo rted since Stodola in 1927 . As
a result , nozzle condensation is now understood in acme detail . Recent ly, the
nozzle-flow techni que was applied successfully to studies of homogeneous-
nucleation and conden cation problems, Some favourable features of nozzle-flow
exper iments are that (a) the state is steady so that the entire histor y of

may generally be considered as a uniform adiabatic flow , (c) nucleation is
- 

I 

expansion is readily obtained , (b) the flow between the wall boundary layers
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Uul4irAly to occur in the boundary layers since these are largely superheated
due to fri ction effects , (d) the rate of conden sation can be estimated by
measuring wail static pressures • A good review of the subject was given
recently by Wegener ( 1969, 1975, 1977) , where relevant previous papers up
to 1976 are listed.

When a vapour or vapour mixture flows along the axis of a super-
sonic nozzle, the vapour pressure decreases with decreasing temperature more
rapidly than the expansion pressure down to or below the saturation pressure.
Further expansion may lead to condensation , which causes first a s].ight
deviation of static pre ssure from the isentrapic expansion and then an almost
abrupt increase in the pressure in a short distance (Fig. 8). In this conden-
sation zone, the maximum heat release is attained. Further expansion leads
to two-phase flow of an asymptotically saturated vapour and liquid droplets.• Depending on prevailing stagnation condi tions , nucleation and condensation
can also occur in subsonic nozzles (Barsciidorff et al, 1976) .

Typical nozzles used for condensa~ion studies (except free-mole cular
beams) have high Reynolds numbers to 100 . Therefore , viscous effects are
negligible and the boundary layers are confined to a very thin region close
to the wails . In ‘addi ti on , owing to negligible wall curvature one can obtain
a uniform velocity distribution across the cross-section s . For such flows at
high Reynolds nwnbers and low supersonic Mach .~authers , the concepts of one-
dimensional inviscid continuum flow are app licable. Eu~loying this asstmption,
Hill (1966) showed that the features of condensation flows in a nozzle were
well-predicted by the gasdynain ic equation s when coupled wi th the classical
nucleation theory .

For a mixture of a condensible vapour , its liqui d condensate , a
noncondensible iner t gas and foreign liquid or solid parti cles (suffixe s v ,2, g and p),  the equations of mass, momentum and energy are: 

-

(614)

(65)

2 2

-

.

with w - mass-flow rate, u one-dimensional. axial flow velocity, p - presa~’e,
• h - enthalpy and A - cross-secti onal area of the nozzle . The cross-sectional

area is adj usted by a ama).]. empirical correction for the boundary-layer effect .

1~ en the no-slip condition of velocity and temperature betwe en the gas ,
the condensate and the particle applies , ;the equations can be reduced to simple
inviscid one-dimensional form:
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( 67)
~~~dx dx

d ( l 2
• ~~~~~~~ + op T g L) 0

where the density p and the specific heat 0Po are defined by

P = Pg + + P2 + Pp
(68)

0p0 = (i - - 
&
p

) Cpg + WoOpy +

with pj and ~~ as the mass of the condensate (=M) and the foreign particles
per unit volu1~e of the mixture , respectively; 0p - specific heat at constant
pressure, L - latent heat of vaporization of the liquid, and

I I I

_~~v ”2 (=w 0) g~~~~1=!~ g~~=~~~ (69)

w is the mass fraction of the condensable vapour and the condensate - a
constant throughout the expansion ; g and gp are the mass fraction of the
condensate and the particles , respectively. The esenc~ of the term gL in
the energy equation means that vapour condensation is equivalent to a heat
addition per unit mass of the flow .

The equation of state can be written as

(

1 W o~~~5 W ~~~~~

) 
(70)

where $.L is the molar weight . For certain fluids, say high-pressure steam
or metal vapour, the equation of state may deviate from an ideal gas and
must be expre ssed in a more complex form.

The mass fraction of condensate is given by Eq. (55) ,
x

g(x) =f ?pj1(~~~
(x ,t) p(I)u(() (71)

For the nucleation rate 1(1), Eq. (18) can be chosen practically as a basis
for modific~ation to Eq. (22). The early stage of droplet growth

L after nucleation takes place under free-molecule-flaw conditions due to the
~~~~I cluster size. The droplet growth rate then is given by Eq. (k’Ta).
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The set of equations , Eqs . (67) to ( 71) , subject t~ stagnati on
conditions ccmp].etes the gasdynamic description of the flaw with conden sazion.
The integrati on of these equations along a st~is~1ine ,~ ç’ i.e • ,  the nozzle
axis, gives the flow variables, p, u, p, T and g (Fig . 9). Provided that the
pressure ratio across the nozzle is enough to produce sonic flow at the throat
and that thermal choking due to heat release of condensation does not occur ,
the integration is rathe r strai ghtforward . When one of the variable s such as
the static pressure p(x) is measured and ~ iown , one of the rem~4ning variables ,
e .g . ,  the mass fraction of condensate g, can be predicted by these equations .
To test the nucleation-rate equa tion or the droplet-growth law, the predicted
variable must be ccs~~ared with the measured one . Alternatively , the critical
supersaturation, which is estimated from the behaviour of th . condensate mass ,
can be ccmpax ed with the value calculated using the nucleation-rate equations.

~~~loying this method with measure~ nt of the stati c press ur es for
vapours of 1120, 06116, CHC13, ~Cl3F and C2H5OH expanding in a supersonic air
nozzle (w~ = 0.04 .~ 0.2) , ~aeger et a]. (1969) and Dawson et al ( 1969) concluded

• that the nucleati on rates in vapour of regular- shaped , non-polar molecules
(NH3, 06116, CHC 13, CC13F) were in quantitative agre~~~nt with the Lothe-Pound
theory, Eq. (22) , while flui ds having hydrogen bondi ng or rod-shaped molecules
(1120, C2H5OH) tended to follow the classical. theory , Eq. (18) . The condensation
coefficients were estimated from the shape of the pressure profi le as being
between 1 and 0.1 for the former flui ds ( NH3, C~J16, CHC13, OC13F) and between
0.1 and 0.01 for the latter (1120, 02115011). The orientati on of molecules at the
cluster surface is considered to caus e these features (see Section 2.2) .

On the other hand, Wegener et al (1972) measured the static-pressure
distrib ution on the centre line of the supers onic nozzle flow of ethanol-air
(or nitrogen) mixture with a hypodermic tube, and examined a correction factor
to the classical nucleation theory by introducing the factor r in the expression
of the nucleation rate

I = r . I ~2 (72)

where I~~ is given by Eq. (18) . Since the critical radi i of the clusters are
apprec 4 a~ly s1n~11er than those observed in cloud chambers owing to higher
cooling rates , the effect of dr oplet radius on the surface tension must be
taken into account in Icj . The factor r can be written in the Lothe-Po und
expression , Eq. (22) ,

(73)

By calculating the steady-state rate of nucleation, the replacement factor
~rep and the effective surface tension were determined so as to match the
observed condensation. ,~& vaLu~. t~~ r can be chosen for which the rapid increase
in calculated nucleation rate coincides with the observed onset of condensation
~Fig. 9).  When the surface tension takes the value for a flat surface a~~ the
experiment yields qie~, io14 and r 105 for = 0.05 . If ~~-1’Ier values cc
surface tension are obosen for gm~1 1 er droplets, 9xep bec~~~s larger than 1014
and r approaches unity; for ,/~ 

p 0.8, q~~~ ~ l0~~ and r ~ 10. A c~~~ination
of the nucleation rate with these values of and o and the droplet-growth
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law with a suitable condensation coefficient (a 0 = 0.7) pexmits the ca.lcula-
tion of the condensate mass fra ction to fit the experimental results (Fig. 9).
Although the Lothe -Pound factor i~~ is not directly applicable to liquid, its
values (rIp 1017) are appreciab ly above those from experiments.

Vu et al (1977) studied condensation of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)
carried in argon and obtained the values of 10! ~ r ~ 105 for 0.37 ~ ~ 0.01.As mentioned later, using rarefaction waves in a shock tube for water vapour
condensation in carrier gases of He, Ar and air and comparing the results with
the non-isot~erma1 classical theor y, Eq. (74), Barachdorff (1975) obtained

~ r ~ 100 for 1 ~ ~ 0.004 . Wegener and Wu (1976, 1977) ccmpared these
experiments and showed the values of r for various vapours (Table 2).  All
data exhibit higher nucleation rates of several orders than those predicted
by the classical theory. It is interesting to c~~~are these results of nozzle
flows r ‘> 1 with those of cloud eh~~~ers r ~ 1, although the reasons for
such large variations remain to be solved. The factor r must be considered
as a correction factor for the classical homogeneous-nucleation rate to account
for both contributions from statistical-mecthAn4 c and thermodynamic sources and
from other uncertainties . The latter may arise from the possible non- homogeneous
nucleati on caused by impuritie s and flow propel-ties.

In pure-vapour condensation, some of the vapour molecules collidin g
with droplets must act as a carrier of the thermal ener~~ from the latent heat
condensation. Thus, the simplifying condition of equal temperatures for drop-
let s and vapour ceases to be valid , and the classical isothermal theory will
pre dict considerab ly higher condensation rates or smi~.i1er values of r. Intro-
ducing a correction factor for the non-isothermal removal of latent heat from
condensate clusters ~ , Barschdorff et a). ( 1971, 1976) and Ludig (1975) modified
Eq. (72) for vet steam,

I = ~~~ r I 0~ (7’~)

The factor ~ as derived by Fede r et al ( 1966) , is

y + 1
2 (~~)

(y + l) + 2(~~- 1) 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(l~~~~~~~~) ins 
}

Ccmparing the calculated pressure distribution with the measured pressure
profile, they obtained the best-fit value s for the factor r for a number of
steam experiments from several investigations . The result showed that classi-
cal nucleati on theo ry with a corre ction factor ~, a bulk-liquid surface-tension
and a thermal-acc~~~~datj on coefficient of unity predict well the experimental
results foF low initial stagnation pressures (< 0.5 bar) . For higher pressures ,
the values of r decrease up to about 10-5 at 5 bar . Saltanov et a]. ( 1971)

t introduced a correction factor ~ for nucleation work into the exponent as
~~~~ exp(4tg~*/~r) and c~~~ared the predicted and ~~perimenta1 results of steam.

The factor increases with the stagnation pressure , taking values between 2.5
and 5 in the range of 1 < P 0  <32  bar . This also means smaller values of r
at higher pressures. Althoug h quantitat ively un~~~lained, one of the main
reaso ns for this discrepancy can be attributed to the use of a perfect-gas
equation of state . A real-gas equation reduces the nucleation rate ~aonsiderably
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(Bier et a]., 1977) . Real-gas analyses were made by Ludi g (1975) , Puzyrewski
(1975) , Puzyrewski and Stud.zinshi (1977) and. Bier et al (1977) .

When coagulation of droplet s is neglected , the number of dr oplets
can be compare d directly with the measured value . The former is given by

n(x) = p(x) J~ ~~~~~~ 
d~ (76)

The latter can be obtained, by means of light- scattering methods (Stein and.
Wegener, 1967; Stein, 1969; Clumpner , 1971; Stein and ~bses , 1972 ; and Conard,
1977) . By this technique , Stein and Wegener ( 1967) found agreement for water
vapour with the classical nucleation-rate theory using pr operties of ice and
a condensation coefficient of unity. Using an ethyl alcohol-vapour air mixture ,
Clumpner (1971) studied the nuirber and size of dr oplets in the liquid state
leaving a supersoni c nozzle exit arid showed a narrow distribution of droplet

• radius about a mean size . This implies that most of the droplets formed in a
narrow r ange of locations close to the peak value of the nucleation rate.

In actual nozzle flows , two- dimensiona l flow conditions between the
nozzle axis and , the wafl exist which yield different cooling rates. Such super-
sonic-nozzle flows with condensation were studied by Davyd.ov ( 1972) , Tka].enko
(1972) and Bratos and Jaescke (1974) using the method of characteristics . The
result s show that condensation occurs at the wall further upstream than at the
axis . The pressure , temperature and. density deviate more strongly from the
isentropic values along the axis than the wall . Also the distribut ions of
droplet size are significantly different along the axis and the wall. These
aspects well describe the experimental results, although the effects of two-
phase turb ulent motions of gas and dr oplet and of the wall boundary layer were
not solved in the analysis.

Oscillating unsteady flows are often encountered in supers onic-nozzle
flows with condensation . The frequency range of the pressure fluctuations
extends from about io3 to ~~~~~~ Hz arid the amplitude up to ± 5% of the mean value.
These phenomena were studied theoretically and experimentally by Zierep and Lin
(1968) ,  Barschdorf and Fil].ipov (1970) , Bar schdorf ( 1967, 1971) ,  Wegener and
Cagliostro ( 1973) and. Saltanov (1974) . The cause is a feedback system caused.
by the movement of shock waves generated by the condensation . Such aspects
can also be well predicted by the method of characteristics.

From these results it may be said that the features of nozzle flows
with homogeneou s nucleation and condensation can be predicted by one- or two-
dimensional , iriviscid gasd.ynamic theory coupled with a macro scopic nucleation-
rate theory and a droplet growth law, provided that an empirical adjustment
factor is found for the nucleation theory . In order to physically understand
and predict the adjustment factor , fur ther theoretical and, experimental studies• of the nucleation process are required on the basis of molecular dynamics for
clusterization.

Applying the cluster kinetic theory of Buckle (1969) to condensation
of water vapour in air , Pouring ( 1977) calculated the course of homogeneous
condensation in a supersa~iic nozzle (see Section 2.4) . It was shown that if
a valid initial-equilibritnn condition is well-established with the asstmed
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molecular par~~~tere , the calculated nonequilibrium expansion closely matches
the experimental pressure distribution. Although the estimation of the mole-
cular parameters contains s~~~ uncertainties , this approach provides a kinetic
aspect of the nucleation and condensation proce ss.

Nozzle flows with heter ogeneous condensation are often observed in
chemical-engineering processes such as condensers , filters , and cooling towers.
However, owing to the cc*nplications introduced by heter ogeneous condensation ,
systematic fundamental studies of these flows as yet have not been done . Buckle
and Pour ing (1965) studied the effect of larg e ni~~ ers of smoke par ti cles of
silver iodide and other substances (0.1 1 pm diameters) artificially intro-
d.uced, in a supersonic nozzle and . observed no difference in the wall pressure

• distributions with and withou t seeding. Wang (1976) investigated the effect
of foreign nuclei on nitr ogen condensation with a simple model that they
provide only addi tional. condensation surfaces. The result could not success-
fully explain the experiment showing low critical supersaturations . Saltanov
and Tsirihin (1977) studied the oretically heterogeneous nucleation of nozzle
flow and liquid-type nuclei . It is equivalent to homogeneous nucleation which
has dr oplets of a specified size and concentration . Condensation of molecules
occurs simultaneously on these nuclei and those nucleated, homogeneously . It
was shown that the addition of initial dr oplets by more than 0.1% of the
concentra tion of nuclei nucleated homogeneous ly did not cause the pressur e to
deviate from their isentropi c values .

For heter ogeneous nucleation and. condensation, the size-distribution
of nucleus particles , the ge~~~trica3,, physical and chemical charac~eristicsof the nuc~,eI1a surface and the electrical interaction between the nucle us
particles anc.a. the gas mixture , take on important roles. These effects must be
studied to ascertain the features of nozzle flows • At high droplet population
densities , their coagul ation due to Brownian-motion or turb ulent-fluctuation s
will be appreciable . Wegener et al (1972) estimated. that (within other uncer-
tainties) coagulation could. have little effect on the cond~ensatio n process in
a supersonic-no zzle flow of an ethanol-air mixture. However , since the coagu-
lati on process itself has unknown complicating factor s , more quantitative
studi es of this effect are required.

Relative motions and relative differences of temperature between
the condensate dr oplets and ‘ f  - the gas mixture are usually assumed

negligible (Wegener , 1969). Under sai~ conditions with rapid changes in
axia l velocity and temperature , nonequilibrium flows result , where the thermal
and kinematic parameters of the gas and the dr oplets differ. Thi s leads to
internal mass, momentum and. energy fluxes. between the constituents . The
coupling of the two flow systems of vapour and. droplets must be explicitly
taken into account . Such studies have been carried. out by IConoraki (1976) for
nozzle flows with slight deviations from the equilibrium state . Further
extension of these studies to nucleation and condensation processes includi ng
par ticle coalescence would extend our knowledge of flow nucleation and conden-
sation.

• 4.3 Rarefaction and Expansion-Wave Flows

Nonstationary rarefac tion-wave flows in the driver section of a
shock tube or in a Ludwieg tube or steady expansion-wave flows around a sharp
corne r or in nozzles can result in vapour condensation, and offer additional
techniques for the study of nucleation and condensation. Earlier work on these
subjects up to 1974 was reviewed by Wegener ( 1975) .
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Steady-expansion flow around a sharp corner (a Prandt l-Meyer expan sion,
Fig . 10) provides cooling rates which decreas e strongly away from the corner .
The cooling rate varie s from infinity at the corner to low values at large
distances from the corner. Hence , for flows of øondensing vapour, the features
of nucleation and condensation depend appreciably on the radi al distan ce from
the corner • Since higher cooling rates result in higher supercooling at the
onset of condensation, the onset supercooling decreases with distance from the
corner . These phen~~~na were studied the oreti cally and experimentally by
Steffen (1967) , Tka.lenko (1970) ,  Smith (1971),  Kur shakov at al (1971) , and
Frank (1977) . Smith (1971) studied experimentally the expansion of moist air
around a 4ø sharp corner which was part of a lower block of a two- dimensional
nozzle • A Mach-Zebnder interfer ometer was used to measure the density distri-
butio n . The result showed that the condensation zone was a stro ng function of
both expansion angle e and radial distance r : from the corner , as expected.
The condensation front is curved (concave) to the oncoming flow and becomes

• para llel to the equilib ri um characteristi c behind the head of the expansion fan
with increasing distance from the corner . The supercoo ling, T 5 - T~ , where T5
is the sat ura tion temperature and Tc the temperature at the onset of condensa-
tion, can be expres sed as a function only of the local cooling rate (- ff/dt):

0.121
- Tc — 40.8 (_ 

~) (t: ~isec) ( 77)

for the range of 1.7 > (- ~~/dt) > 0.3 K4tsec. Frank (1977) also investigated
such flow fields of higher humidities (~~ > 0.01) and observe d oblique shock
waves within the expansion fan. At higher humidities , two clear ly separated
condensation zones were observed.

Ba.rrand and Rieutord (1973) studied experimentally the nonstationary
rarefaction-wave flow of water vapour-argon or helium mixture s in a long duct
(8 om dia x 201 om long) The pressure history was measured at thre e points
along the duct to detect the onset of condensation. With these results and.
other thermodynamic variab les obtained from measure ments of dry-gas expansions,
they calculated a relation between cooling rate and supercoo ling at the onset
of condensation which was approximately an extension of Smith’s results (Fig .
11) :

/
- T0 = (1. 2) x 40.8 (

~
- 

~~ 
) (t: ~isec) (78)

for 0.1 > (- dT/dt) > 0.02 K/~sec.

In addition to cloud-~h~~~er and nozzle-flow methods, the well-
established shock-tube technique pivvides one more possibility for investiga-
ting experimentally and analytically nucleation and condensation processes.
A shock tube in its simplest form consists of a straight constant-area duct
which is divided by a removable diaphrapi into a high-pressure driver section
and a low-pressure driven section . By bursting the diaphragm, a shock wave
rapidly develops and. moves into the driven section , and an isentropic rare-
faction wave pr opagates into the driver section (Fig. 12) . Since the
gasdynamic behaviour of such flows is now well-understood and easily contro lled,
rarefaction waves have proved most useful for investigating condensation. Other
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applications of shock tubes to condensation studies were reported by Kung and.
Bauer (1971) , H~~~r et al (1971) , and Homer and Hurle (1972) .

Rarefaction waves will suddenly expand isen tropically mixtures of
condensing vapour and noncondenaible gas initiall y at rest in the driver
section . The mixtures are cooled up to or below the supersaturation state .
Further expansion leads to appreciable condensation of the vapour, which
diminishes the supersaturation state. As the rarefaction-wave head moves into
the mixture at rest in the driver with the state sound speed , the supersatura-
tion along a particle path reaches a maximum and substan tial cluster formation
occurs . The onset of condensation can be observed by a sudden pressure rise
with respect to the isentr opic expansion and/or abrupt increase in the light
scattering . Since in a flow with a higher cooling rate the onset of condensa-
tion occur s at a higher supercooling, the first onset in a shock tube takes
place close to the tail of the ra .refacti on fan at a point close to the diaphragm
where the cooling rate is high. Far from the diaphragm the onset moves toward
the head. of the rarefaction fan. Thus, the condensation-wave front has a
curved path , as shown in the (x , t)-di agra iu or distance-time plane (Fig . 13) .
The heat released. by condensation causes an appreciable change in the flow
variables. Rarefaction waves within the driver section induce a subsoni c flow
behind them . The heat relQase changes the gasdynamic state along character-
istics from the usual isentr opic values downstream of the condensation zone ,
as shown by the bump in the (p, x) and. (T, x) sketches at the “onset” (Fig . 13).
Inside the condensation zone a two-phas e flow of dr oplet s and gas takes place ,
and under appropriate condition s, shock waves are produced (Sislian and Glass ,
1976).

Actual rarefaction waves , can be viewed effectively as a centred-wave
system with a virtual origin not far from the actual diaphragm location. The
virt ual origin is determined by effects of flui d inertia for the initial
acceleration, characteristics of diaphragm rupture and three-dimensional
effects due to diaphragm curvature and associated shock-wave f ormation . Thus,
close to the diaphragm, ideal simple centred waves are not realized. At lar ge
distances from the diaphrag m, the ideality also deteriorates owing to the growth
of wall boundary layers . Once the virtual origin is determined from measur~~~nts
of stati c pressure the rarefaction fan in the intermediate distance range can
be predicted from one-dimensional inviscid gasdynamics (Hall et al , 1974).

The shock-tube technique has the advantages of providi ng ~e1l-contro l1ed
experimental conditions which have the combined features of the cloud chamber
and. the supersonic nozzle . Like the cloud chamber , only small amounts of
condensing substances are required, hence expensive or toxic species can be
studied. It is also feasible to control vapour, contamination by pumping to
high vacuum prior to the experiments. As for supersonic-nozz~.e flow, shock-
tube operation is well controlled and understood from one-dimensional inviscid.
gasdynamics, provided the initial pressures (Reynolds numbers) are not too low.
The flow histo ry along a particle path differs depending on its distance from
the diaphragm. At different locations along the tube1 a wide-range of cooling
rates is obtainable from those of cloud chambers (l0~~ K/u s) to those of super-
sonic nozzles (1 K/us) (Table 1). Usually, the cooling rate is lower than in
nozzle flows. However, contrary to cloud chamber and supersonic nozzle, the
flow in shock tubes is nonstationar y. During rapid expansion (near a corner or
a diaphragm) nucleation takes place in a rionateady process and the steady-state
nucleation theory may not apply. However, for the range of usual cooling rates
mentioned. above, quasi-steady-state nucleation may be established in the available
flow times .
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Recently, Kawada and Mon (1973) successfully applied the rarefac tion
wave to study the nucleation and condensation rates of several refrigerant
vapours by measuring the static pressure , density (Mach- zehnder interfero meter)
and. light transmission . The onset of condensation was defined as the point
where the transmitted light was attenuated by 5%. The transmission efficiency
of light is related to the size-distribution of dr oplets which can be pred icted
from nucleati on and conden sati on rates . Thus , by measuring the onset time at
a fixed location in the tube , the nucleati on theo ry can be tested by experiments.
They showed that the classical theo ry pre dicts well the experimental results
with values of surface tension, a/o~(, = 0.38 for R-2l, 0.69 for R-40, o.6i for
R-1l3 + argon, and ?~ 1 for CH3OH + argon

Using rarefaction waves, Barschdorff (1975) also investigated the
nucleation rate of water vapour in different inert’ gases (air, helium and
argon) over a wide range of mixing ratio s , and. studied the carrier-gas effects
on homogeneous nucleation of water vapour The shock tube was evacuated to
io-6 torr using a diffusion pump . Distilled, purified water vapour and a filt-
ered , ultra-hig h-purity carrier gas (argon , helium or dry air) filled the driving
ch~~~er. The rarefaction proces s was studied by measuri ng the t ime histories
of static pressure and light scattering . As in supersonic-nozzle flows, the
mass fraction of conden sate g was ccm~ uted by integrati ng Eq . ( 55) along a
parti cle path with a macrosc opic nucleation theory , Eq. (74). When the onset
of condensation is of primary interest , the gasdynamic state of flow can be
greatly simplified by adjusting the initial diaphragm pressure ratio so as to
make the onset coincide with the tail of the rarefaction wave at the observation
point . Then , there is no influence of pri or condensation in the rarefaction
fan and an isentropic state is preserved, up to the onset (wu, 1977). The value
of r in Eq. (74) was chosen for which the strong increase in nucleation rate
matched well wi~h the observed onset of condensation . The results show a
variation of 10~ ~ r ~ 1 between the limits of low vapour concentration
(~io = 0 .003) to pure steam (W o = 1). No systematic deviation s due to the type
of carrier gas were observed. The calculation of r was performed by using
the surface tension corresponding to the bulk value ~~ and the condensation
coefficient of uni ty in the droplet growth . Although this asstmption may explain
partially the large devi ation of the r values , fur ther theoretic al work is neces-
sary for its understa nding on a basis of two- ccmponent , two-phase statistical
mechanics or kinetics .

Lee (1977 , 1978) employed the same method for evaluating his experi-
ments on condensation of water, heavy water (D20), benzene (C~~~) ,  carbon
tetrachioride (ccl4~, and freon 11 (c~ l3F) in argon . No difference was obser-
ved in the conden sation of 1120 and D20. The value s of r calculated were 103
— 105 for 1120, 101 — io3 far D20 and C6H6, 102 l0~ for CC1~ , and. io9 1012
for freon 11.

Kalra (1975 ) and Glass et al (1977) investigated the condensation of
water vapour in a nitrogen carrier gas . The time variations of density gradi ent
and static pressure as well as the onset of condensation were moni tored at two
fixed location s in the driver section by using a laser Fab ry-Pero t interfe ro-
meter , a differential interfer ometer and piezotron transducers . The effects
of the cooling rate on the supersat uration at the onset of condensation provided
an empirical relation:
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T -T 0.39C 
= 1.73 x l0 3( 

- (79)

for 0.09 > (- ~~/dt) > 0.04 usec. This result coincides approximately with
those of Smith (Eq . 77) , and Barrand and Rieutord ( Eci. 78) , as seen in Fig . 11.

Several analyses of rare faction-wave flow of a mixture of water vapour
and ni trogen in a shock tube were done by Sislian (1975) , Sislian a.ad Glas s
(1976) , Kotake and Glass (1976, 1977) , Glass , Kaira and Sislian (1977) and Glass
and Sislian ( 1977) . The method of characteristics and. the Lax method were used
along with a macroscopic nucleation theory. To construct a mathematical formula-
tion of one-dimensional nonstationar y flow in a shock tube , the same assumptions
‘vlere employed as for nozzle flows: an inviacid., nonconducting perfect gas
mixture, no-sUp velocity condition, identical temperatures of condensate and
gas mixture, and a uniform distribution of the condensate acros s the tube
section. The governing equations are:

~p~~~~~pu) 0

(80)

dh ld ~p

with t - time, and x - distance from the diaphragm along the shock tube . The
equation of state is given by

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

and the specific enthalpy is

h = c~0T - Lg

where

°Po = (1 - - ~~)Cpg + 
~~ 

Cpv +

The production 01 the condensate mass along a particle path can be expressed
by Eq, (56) or Eq. (63) in which the nucleation rate and the droplet-growth
rate are given by Eqs. (18) or (39) and (47), respectively .

The above set of equations were solved n~~~rically using a second
order characteristic method subject to the initial conditions • Sialian (1975)
aM Sialian aM Glass (1976) ca3.culated. the case of bomegeneous condensation
for wstsr v~ icur-mitr ogen mixture of ~~ = 0.01776 and T0 - 295.3 K (Figs. 13,
ib aM 15) . As shown in Fig. 13, the characteristics e~~~ating fr~~ the
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origin r~msd~i straight as long as the effect of homogeneous condensation on
the flow variable is negligibly 5mR1 1 • After penetrating the condensation
zone the characteristics begin to curve appreciably towards the head of the
rarefaction wave due to the heat release from condensation. Computations
showed that, for the case considered, the condensation wave is followed by
a shock wave generated by the intersection of characteristics of the same
family. The width of the condensation wave (zone) increases with increasing
distance from the origin due to the interplay of two varying opposing effects
of decreasing pressure due to expansion and increasing pressure due to the
heat release from condensation . Close to the origin where the expansion rate
is very high , appreciable condensation takes s~~~ time to occur . However , in
this region, the steady-state nucleation theory may not be applic ab le in order
to obtain detailed flow information .

The presence of shock waves in the flow field cciuplicates the numerical
solution of the problem. In order to handle such discontinuitie s, Lax ’s method
of implicit artificial viscosity is used. This technique requires that the
governing equations be expressed in Lagnangian form :

~~~(P0\ ~u

(81)

~e p ~u - 0

with ~ - Lagrangian parameter which identifies a fluid element, taken as
the spatial coordinate at the time origin t = 0; p0 - density of the fluid element
I at t = 0. The agreement between both calculations was satisfactory except in
the region close to the origin. The analyses were compared with the experiment s
of Icarla (1975) and Glass et al (1977) (Fig. 15) . The pressure histo ry shows a
significant discrepancy between ana lysis and experiment . If the value of the
macrosc opic surface tension (cr,~ = 82 dyne/cm) is ad.justed to a lower value
(a’ = 68 dyne/cm), cr/a,,, = 0.83, the analysis can be made to match the experi-
mental data fairly well except for the value of supersaturation at the onset
of condensation .

Kotake and Glass (1976, 1977) studied an alternative heterogeneous
condensation analysis. Fine condensation nuclei of solid particles ( .Ai tken
nuclei) with radii below 0.1 pm were assumed to exist alter usual filtration s
(~~ aon, 1971, Boucher , 1969) . A size distribution of nuclei was asstused

d~N 5 R 0.25 R 1.5
~~~~- 1 0  

(f l;) 

ex~~f ( ~ _ )  } ( 82)

where B0 (1.5 — 5 )  x icr6 cm (Pig . 1). All particles were ase.med ;to
have a a~~oth, spherical shape of effective radius withont any coagulation or
separation which were chmmicall.y inert and insoluble in water vapour . Rare-
faction wave flows with het erogeneou s condensation were numerical ly calculated
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using macroscopic heterogeneous-nucleation theory, Eq. (39) , and condensate-
mass equation, Eq. (63), coupled with the flow equations. Owing to the
c~~~1~~~ty and variety of collisions between monomers and the solid surface
of nuclei, it is difficult to estimate the values of the vibrational frequen-
cies of atoms, the desorptiori free-energy of monomers and the contact angle.
Fortunately, the first two factors are not significant compared with the
contact angle. The computations showed that the feature s of heter ogeneous
condensation are dominated largely by the contact angle .

The contact angle directly affects the activation energy.The Y~1I* ~=i8o°
implies the same value of activation energy as h~~~geneoua nucleation , whereas
B = 90° yields a value reduced by about 50%. Less activation energy result s
in a higher nucleation rate with lower supersaturation, lower supercoo].ing, a
higher propagation velocity of the condensation wave and a narrower condensation
zone • The calculated results show these patterns by ccz~arison with the h~-geneous case. By choosing a suitable valu e for the contact angle (e ~ 90°) , the
experimental data could be fitted fair ly well, again except for the supersatura-
tion at the onset of condensation (Fig . 15)

By using macro scopic n~ deis of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation
‘with a suitable value of the surface tension and. the average contact angle ,
respectively, condensation in rarefaction waves in a shock tube can be predi cted.
Although the experimental results can be explained equally well by either homo-
geneous or heterogeneous-nucleation theory, many factor s rAThai~n unsolved such
as coagulation, solubility and electric al charges. Nevertheless, the procedure
of choosing values of surface tension or contact angle to fit experimental
data is not a satisfacto ry one . At be st they are a guide for decisive quantita-
tive measur~~~nta of these parameters under actual conditions .

The vapours treate d above can be condensed to the liquid phase only
by expansion. H~vever, the so-called “retrograde” fluids can change their
phase from vapour to liquid. by “ compression ” . In the phase change, these
fluids store the latent heat in the condensate state within a large nunb er of
internal (vibrational) molecular degrees of freedom. This is the case if the
heat capacity of a fluid at a reference state is sufficiently large. All the
fluids in the paraffin family, say hydrocarbon series above the ccmplexity
level of propane, n-hexane or n-octane , show this retrograde behaviour and
under some conditions condensation from the vapour phase to the liquid phase
will be produced. by a shock wave.

Thc~~ son and Sullivan (1975) studied the possibility of such “lique.-
faction” shock waves. They showed that for fluids which have an ideal gas
specific heat o~. > 24 R at the cri tical temperat ure , “c~~~i*te condensation
or liquefaction stocks” can be found in relatively simple experiments. A
“ccmplete condensation Shock” means that the upstream state is “fully dry”
and, the downstream state is “fully wet” . Dettleff , Tho~~son and Z4sier (1976)
and Dettleff et al (1976) carried out experimental studies of condensation
induced by liquefaction shocks using a shock tube with various fluorinated
hydrocarbons as the test fluid. 1~ asurements of pressure, shock velocity and
temperature showed good agre~~~nt with the RAx~ ine-Hugoniot relations , and a
clear liquid-p hase conden sate was photographically observed behind the shock ~

- 

-
-

front . Although further studies are required. for a quantitative description
01 the flow field, this new aspect of condensation ‘will pr~~ide additional
approaches to the development of nucleation and condensation theorie s.
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4.4 Free-Molecu].ar Jets

Most experiments on nucleation and condensation of vapour were
limited to ex’~ml~iing the supersaturation at which appreciable condensation
occurs. Only infoz~~tion integrated over many ccmplex intez~~ diate steps is
available . Consequently, the details of the collision kinetics are bidden.
A quantitative interpretation of each step, from monomer or dimer collisions
to droplet formation , is difficult to obtain from macroscopic measurements
such as droplet size, pressure, density or temperature . To provide all the
desired information on nucleation, an idea]. experiment would. make it possible
to observe each stepwise event . Molecular-beam sampling of a free jet seems
capable of providing such information. For this reason , it has been used

• intensively during the past decade for the study of nucleation kinet~ca of
early clustering stages .

A free—net expansion consists of allowing a gas in collision-
d~in~hi~ted continuum flow to expand through an orifice or nozzle into a region
which is maintained at high vacuum (Fig. 17) . As the gas expands from the
source into a vacuum, random thermal motion is converted to directed motion
and the gas is accelerated to sonic flow at the nozzle throat . Beyond this ,
the gas near the centre of the jet expands supersonically as a near ly-isentropic
contin uum flow until it becc~~s rarefied enough to become a free-molecular flow.
Typical pressures drop three to four order s of magnitude and temperatures fall
to a few degrees Kel’iin. The rate of expansion is contro lled by the orifi ce or
nozzle diameter , since the expansion histo ry of the gas is scaled with distance
(in diameters) downstream of the sonic throat . As shown schematical ly in Fig.
i6, the core of this low-density jet is then usually skin~Ad into a molecular
beam through a small hole at the tip of a conical “skininer ” located downstream
of the nozzle . Usually, continuum flow exists upstream of the ski finer and
free-molecular flow downstream. Under many conditions, a transition from
continuum flow to free-molecul ar flow occurs upstream of the skimmer . Mole-
cules flying near the system centreline are then passed through a colflmR~ting
orifice into a detection chaster.

During the initial high-density stage of the expansion , the preci-
pitous adiabatic decrease of temperature relative to pressure may initiate
homogeneous nucleation if the gas becomes supersaturated and the growth of
molecular clusters can occur until the collision rate decreases for molecular
flow (Fig. i8) . If the sampling process is carrted out without materially
disturbing the flow, one can obtain a so-called condensed molecular beam,
i.e., cluster beams in arbitrary stages of condensation arising from upstream
stagnation conditions. They are made up of cluster s , i .e. ,  microdroplets or
microcrystals where atoms or molecules are held, together by Van der Walls
forces. Clusters are viewed, as species with properties which are intermediate
between those of homogeneous monomolecular vapour and those of bulk condensate .
Determination of the beam composition can be conveniently carried out by gas-
scattering methods, light-scattering methods , electric or magnetic mass

• spectrometers, retarding mass spectro meters , time-of-flight mass spectrometers
and electron-beam diffraction methods.

Figure 18 shows the incr ease in Mach number M with distance x/d from
the throat to its design value, the rapid drop in temperature T and bhe increase
in concentration of the condensate clusters n2, n3, ... . The kinetic process
of clustering produces clusters of ~m~.l1er size aE higher rates (fl2 > n3 >..b .)
of which concentrations are considerably lower than the equilibrium values
corresponding to the temperature .
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In the last decade , the study of dliner and cluster formation in
supersonic free jets has been advanced by many investigators , such as: Mim e
and Greene (1967, B), )lilne, Vandegrift and Greene (1970, A), Golomb, Good
and Brown (1970, B, A), Gordon, Lee and Herschbach (1971, B, A), Golclflb et al
(1972, B), Hagena and Obert (1972, B), Dittmers, SchT~tze, Fischer and Schi~gerl
(1972, s), Tealland, Deckers , Scott and Tuori (1972, B), Stein and Armstrong
(1973, B), Sinha , Schultz and Zare (1973, B), Dorfeld. and Hudson (1973a, b, A),
Van Deursen and Reuss ( 1973 , B), Good and Golomb (1974, B, A), Hagena and
Wedel (1974, B), Armstrong and Stein (19714, B), Seary and Fenn (1974, B),
Beylich and RObben (19714, B, A), Scary (1975 A), Cab ( 1975 , B, A), Beylich
(1976, B, A), Van Deursen and Reuss (1977, E5, Van Deur sen and Reuss (1977, E),
Knuth (1977, A), where B and A denote experimental and analytical studies,
respectively.

In Table 3 the experimental studies are listed, showing the investi-
gator, species of cluster , diameter of nozzle or orifice (a) , range of source
pressure (Po) and temperature (T0), type of detector, and the main results.
For gases such as Ar, Kr, Ne, Xe, N2, 02, NO, CO, ~~~~ 

C02, K, Rb, Cs, Na and •

1120, cluster concentrations and cluster sizes have been measured mass-spectra-
metrically as a function of source pressure, temperature, and nozzle diameter .
Figure 19 shows typical total and individual mass beam intensities against
source pressure . As the source pressure is increased with keeping the source
temperature constant , the total-beam intensity increases slowly to a plateau
due to the larger ntmber of collisions resulting from the longer con tinuum
expansion and the initial state closer to saturation. After the plateau, it
follows a slow decrease and then a steep increase • The decrease after plateau
is attributed to ski w&nør interaction. The steep increase is due to heavier
clusterization, being associated with decreasing mon~~~r intensity and increasing
dimar and. cluster intensities . After reaching a maximum, the dimer and. cluster
intensities decline and indicate condensation or coalescence of clusters into
droplets which are not detected by the mass spectr~~~ter. Thus, the peaks of
dimar or cluster curve s can be related. to the condensation process. The position
of the peaks depends on the expansion history, that is, the source pressure Po’
temperature To and~ the nozzle or orifice diameter (d) in the form d’~ oT~,’~ =constant .

For correlation of the onset of cluster condensation, the following
relations have been obtained. experimentally or analytically by several investi-
gators: -

d°’55p0T;
2’2 

= const . for Ar , Golon~ et a]. ( 3.970)

• — .2
d p0T0 = const . for Ar , Kr , C02, SO2, N~, CO and NO,

Good and Golo~rb ( 1974)

a018
P0T;

2 4  
= const . for Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, N2 and C02,

~~ Hagena and Obert (1972)

d°”p0T;2’2’ = const . for Ar , Ne, H2, 112 and.

Van Deursen and Reuss (1977)
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A more detailed knowledge of how gas properties and the source conditions
including nozzle ge~~~try aff ect cluster formation can be obtained by con-
sid.erizig similarity conditions of the phen~~~na. Such similarity relation-
ships have been developed by Hagena (1969, 19713) , Ragena and Obert (1972) andGood, and Golomb ( 19713)

Fund~~~ tably, the process of cluster formation may be solved by
using the appropriate kinetic equations of clusterization. The pr opriety of
the kinetics can be confir med by comparing the results with experiments. Inorder to arrive at meaningful result s, a substantial knowledge is required
of free-jet expansion from continuum flow to free-molecular flow. However,a ccmplete description of such flow fields including the subsonic region has• never been given for a small orifice or nozzle. It is not possible at present
to give a ccm~1ete history of the states to which the clusters may be exposed.• During the very first stage of the expansion, the state of the system changes
slowly enough that equilibrium is maintained. As the expansion proceeds , the
time scale for change in the clustering environment becomes so small that
equilibrium cannot be maintained. Departure from equilibrium occurs as soon
as the flow leaves the nozzle. R~cperiment ally and analytically, it is shownthat the expansion of chemically inert gases rP~mP4ns isentropic up to a so-called “terminal Mach nu~ther” which can be calculated from the gas properties
and the orifice or nozzle size • In this range, using numerical methods, the
state of the gas in a free jet can be con~ uted for a given orifice or nozzle
and the stagnation conditions . Calculations of such flows have been carriedout for various specific-heat ratios, and algebraic fitting relations are
available which provide a close approximation to the z’umerical results.
Further expansion quickly brings about a transition to free-molecular flow.
For the tran sition process from continuum to free-molecular flow, a ni~~ er of
studies have been done in the last decade by using methods such as the sudden-freeze model, simple kinetic theory, BGK-model and Monte Carlo methods • For
large Mach nun~ ers (N > 3) and large nozzle Reynolds numbers (Re > 200) , thegas remains in thermodynamic equilibrium up to the terminal Mach nuni,er .
Thereafter , its axial translational-energy distribution and the parallel
temperature r~m~dii ‘tfrozen ” at the terminal Nach-nuither value.

A~pplication of the above flow features to the clustering process
in a free-jet expansion makes it feasible to analyze the kinetic pr ocess of
cluster form ation without introduci ng tr oub1es~~~ and detailed flow struc-tures • For one-dimensional isentr opic expansion with negligible effects frommolecular transports, thermal radiation and external fields , the equations ofmass, momentum and energy give

• ~~~ (pu A~) = 0

pu~~~ +~~~ =0 (83)

where p is the density of the gas and cluster mixture, u the axial velocity,p the pressure and h the entha3.py. Although the cross-sectional area of the
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flow Af is an important variable and, is not available wi thout solving the
two-M-m,nsional problem, the result for a free-jet expansion of chemically
inert gases can be used apprnYlmAtely . The equation of state is

P rRr (813)

where R is the gas constant of the mixture • The rate equation of cluster
formation can be written as

dniu~~~-~ = q~, (n1, n2, •
~~~

•
~~ ~N’ p, T) ( 85)

where nj is the concer~tration of i-mar. Generally, the entbaipy is expressed
as the sum of i-mar enthalpies

i i
h = \  .-.~ - ( h + h  + h ~ +~~ i~)

~~rans rot ~vib

where htr~~~~, hrot and. hvib denote entbalpy contribution due to i-mar trails-
lational, rotational and. vibrational motion, ~ii the i-mar formation energy

n0~~~~~fli (86)
i=l

When the rotational and vibrational-relaxation process of clusters must be
taken into account , an approprizte mechanism must be assumed.

For 5ThR1 1 fractions of clusters , the enthalpy, density and gas
constant can be approximated with those of chemically inert gases, and the
temperature and velocity distributions along the flow axis which are obtained
for inert gases can also be utilized. Thus, Eqs. (8~~ ) to (86 ) are easily
solved . With this method, dimarization in free jets was calculated by
l4ilne et al (1970) for Ar, Golomb et al (1970) for Ar and NO, Gordon et al
(1971) for K, Rb and Ca , Dorf ald and Hudson (1973) for C02, Beylich and
Róbben (1971e) for Ar, Sean ( 1975) for H1H~0, Cab (1975 ) for H20, Beylich
(1976) for N2, and K~iuth (1977) for Kr, Ar and Ne (Table 4) .

- As for the kinetic process, it is difficult to establish a quan-
titative scheme without prior knowledge of the rates of the clustering
processes. In the first stage of expansion, the cluster kinetics is
primarily governed by a a4ngle cluster species . Once conditions in the jet

— 
favour the growth of this species, formation of large clusters viii occur
without a significant rate of cluster dissociation . The size of the rate-
contrnll1ng cluster may be a function of the expansion history. For fast ,
low-density expansions, the size will be a’n*l 1, and the cluster will
consist largely of d1in~ r5~

As for dimer formation from the vwour , two processes may be
considered from kinetic theory; a termolecular mechanism of three-body
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collision with dimer destruction by bimolecular collision, and a stabilization
meth~nism of intermediate dimar-ccmplexes (see Table 4) in a virtual-orbiting
state or of quasibounded states . It is well, known that two-body collision
of hard spheres can lead to bound di.niers only in exceptional cases. Dissocia-
tion of dimars will occur through collisions with monomers. Other factors such
as trimer formation and dissociation wi].]. be assumed to have a negligible
effect on the initial kinetics. The major influence occurs solely through
dia~~r-mon~~~r interactions . For this process kinetic equations can be
developed in a straightforward manner from collision theory .

A termolecu].ar mechanism of d.imer formation

kfAl ± A l + A l~~~~~~
A2 + A1 ( 87)

is employed by I’tlne et a]. (1970) for Ar, Gol~~ et a]. (1970) for Ar and NO ,• Gordon et al (1971) for K, Rb and Cs , Dorfe ld. and Hudson (1973) for C02, and
Cab (1975) for H20. The forward rate constant kf may be taken as the norma],
termolecular collision rate constant . From kinetic theory,

= 8~~/2 
~~36~ 

~~~ 
(88)

with § - two-body collision diameter, ~~ - approach distance of the three
molecules (iw o) and. ~ - collision effec~iveneas written as ~ = ~0exp( -€/kr)
Although internal degrees of freedom of the dimer are not always equilibrated,
for a first-approximation treatment the reverse reaction constant may be
related to the forward reaction rate through the equilibrium constant K~, on
the assim~ tion of microscopic rever sibility . The rate of dimer formation is
then

(89)

Go1cm~b et a]. (1970) predicted dimer concentration s with ~ 1 and 23 6.
The predicted values were lower than their measured values . Mim e at al
(1970) also calculated argon dimar concentra tions and looked for a tempera-
ture-dependent rate coefficient to ~redict their measured values . They
found that kf proportional to eith’er T 2 or T’-3 co~1d~nc~~ nearl~r reproduce
the experimental data. Fordon et al ( 1971) calculated Alkalidimer concentra-
tion s taking into account vibrational relaxation and heat of condensation to
ccmpare their experimental data, adjusting the collision diameter and the
extent of vibrational relaxation. They found that the collision cross-section
was 3.6 times the hard-sphere value and roughly half or more of the heat of
condensation converted to vibrational, excitation of the dimer molecules. Cab
(1975) considered water dimer formation, using the collision diameter

— T 0.283
(90)

where ~~ 2.7l~ and Ta = 506 K. The calculated results were in good agreement
with the experimental, data .
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In the stabilization of intermediate ccm~ 1exes , the d.tmer formation
occurs in two steps,

r 
(9 ’)

~~~~~~~~~~ A~~+ B

where 4 is a weakly-bound state which may or may not include metastable and
orbi ting pairs, and B is the monomer or a third body. Knuth ( 1977) employed
this model to yield realistic values of the collision effectiveness for dimer
formation of rare gases. He assumed that the gas is in local thermodynamic
equilibrium from the source to a su~ien-freeze surface ~ !e 1ooatici~ of ithich - is a
function of the local reaction-rate coefficient. The relaxation process, that
is, the mole fraction of~~~~~1s frozen downstream of the surface. The location
of the sudden-freeze surface was given by

u h .p l  (92)

where r~ is the relaxation time for the reaction of dimer formation at
constant ~ntba1py and pressure , P~~

- Is inversely proportional to the reaction-
rate constant . A quantitative relation between the termina . d.tiner-mole fraction,
source conditi ons and the local recombination coefficient kf was obtained. From
the experimental data for Kr , Ar and Ne, the colli sion effectiveness was esti-
mated as

~~= O . Ie ex~~( _ O . 6 ~~~~) 
(93)

and the terminal mole fraction of dimers was expressed approximately as

- n2 ‘
~/~ d. 2/5 5/3

ui O .5 {n ~~ (
~

_ ) ..(,
~
.)-• }

~ 
(94)

where n0 is the source rnm~er density .

Although the dimer formation in free-jet expansions can be predicted
by the theoretical treatments mentioned above using the flow features of inert
gases, the relevant collision-kinetics problems still r~~~1’i to be solved . In
this regard, Beylich (1974) studied. the argon dimerization by using a Lennard-
Jones interaction potential and a kinetic model to ~~scribe the mass fluxes
between the vibrational states of the dimer and the atom including the effect
of the flow field and tunneling, as well. as the association due to binary
collision. However , further studies in this direction are required for more
cc~~lex substances as well as c~~~lex systems such as binary mixtures and
heterogeneous mixtures.
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As for larger clusters than dirners , the kinetics are readily developed.
with bimolecular-collision theory between monomer and i-mars , Eq. (2) ,

dn~u -a’- = (c1 1n1_1 - e~n~) - (cjnj  - ei+1ni+1) (1 � 3) (95)

For given pre-expansion conditions , it may be assumed that the clustering
kinetics are mainly governed. by a single cluster species. Since the monomer
cannot serve as the rate-controlling species for a termolecular collision , the
smallest possible rate- controlling cluster is a dimer. Once conditions favour
conversion of dimers to trimers, the formation of larger clusters will occur .
Dorfeld. and Hudson ( 1973b) developed such a kinetic analysis for C02 clusters.
In an expansion from roan temperature, most nonpolar gases such as C02 exhibit
a minimum in equilibrium-cluster mole-fraction . The clustering process was
assi,med to initiate at the point where the equilibrium trimer mole-fraction
becomes equal to the dimer mole-fracti on . Dimer concentrations were predicted
from the kinetic equation of dimerization with negligible depletion through
trimer formation. The observed cluster populations were explained well by the
theory .

Beylich and Robben (1974) also studied. the cluster formation of
larger nu~~ers of argon at oms (> 50) . They measured the distributions by
means of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and compared them with numerical.
calculations . The cluster growth was adequately described by kinetic theory,
whereas classical steady-state theory could. not predict the onset of condensa-
tion and the cluster distribution . Beylich ( 1976) also c~~~ared the theoretical
results with experiments of condensation in a nitrogen free-jet expansion. The
calculations showed that classical quasi-equilibrium nucleation rates onuld
yield comparable results only if an additional term in the free energy of about
7 ~~ was added.. Also, the kinetic method of Pouring (1977) and Ka.nyukhov and
Faizulaev (1977), as well as the molecular dynamics method of Zurek and Sthieve
(1978) can be extended to clusterizati on in free-molecular jets with sufficient
considera tion of the relevant para meter s .

Another situation of practical interest concerning free-molecular
jets is the problem of the exhaust of rocke t gases into space . Recent ly
wu (1975) examined the possibili ty of nucleation and. condensation of certain
species in the exhaust p1~~~ of an Apollo rocket engine at high alti tude s.
Assinnlng steady macroscopic nucleation theory with the nonisotherma]. correc-
tion (Eq . 74) and using empirical results for the plume flow field., the accu-
flfl2lation of condensate was calculated. The result showed an expectation of
water-vapour condensation in the plume downstream of the nozzle, although the
nonateady process of clusterization could, delay the onset of condensation.• For relevant problems, further work will be required. for nonsteady, homogeneous
and/or heterogeneous nucleation and condensatio n in continuum and free-mo lecular
flows .

5. C0NCLUDI~~ REMARKS

A review has been given of recent studies of homogeneous and hetero-
geneous nucleation and condensation and s~~~ of their associated steady and
nonstationary flows . For most experiments in cloud chambers, supersonic
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nozzles and. shock tubes , homogeneous nucleation and condensation are well-
described by the so-called classical theory of the quasi-steady macroscopic
drop model or its modified theory with a correction factor. Although the
factor varies in the range from 1 to about 1020 , once such a correction is made
empirically, nucleation and condensation for most of these techni cal proble ms
can be predicted with sufficient reliability by the gasdynamics of diabatic
flows with phase transitions . Here the condensate can be assumed as finely
dispersed with a no-slip velocity fran the gas phase . Nucleation and condensa-
tion are noted primarily for the effects from the heat release of the latent
heat of vapour ization . The correction factor for the nucleation theor y of the
macroscopic-drop model stems fr om a fundamental lack of knowledge of the voltme
and surface free-energy of sin,ii 1 clusters and the Brownian motion of the cluster .
Thus, knowledge of the actual values of a’ ( surface tension) , cxc (condensation
coefficient ) and r ( correction factor ) re~~fns to be uncovered before condensation
flow can be predicted analytically with confidence.

Contrary to the expansion cloud- chamber, the diffusion cloud~ ’h*~~er
produces a steady diffusing stream with a temperature gradient. The stationary
conditions in the chamber can be calculated using one-dimensional heat and. mass
diffusion relations . Nucleation in ordinary diffusion chambers is predicted
well using the classical theory of the drop model . By employing supersonic
nozzles or rarefaction waves in a shock tube, nearly-stationary or nonstationary

or one-dimensional. inviscid flows can be obtained where the expansion rate
is not large enough to produce nonsteady nucleation -effects. The observed
static pressure distribution or history of the flow along the nozzle or tube
axis agrees well with the one-dimensional, inviscid mass, momentum and energy
flow equations coupled. with a growth-rate equation for the condensate and a
nucleation ra te for the macrosc opic-dr op model with a suitable correction
factor. Alternatively, a fit of the numerical calculations to the observed.
results provides a test for the nucleation theories . An estimation can also
be made of uncertain properties such as the correction factor , the condensation
coefficient , arid. the macroscopic surface-tension .

In general , the experimental results for a given substance using
a cloud c,hAlther are found to be in agree ment with the results from supersonic-
nozzle and shock-tube flows . However, the magnitude of the correction factor
varies over a very wide range as noted. above. Thus , when a correction is used
in conjunction with the drop model, the behaviour of the nucleation process
must be known a priori so as to be able to estimate the correction factor. In
order to predict such uncertain properties as well as to establish a nucleation
theory for ~~~~11 clusters, two major approaches, quasi-steady and. nonsteady ,
have been developed. The first is a statistical-mechanical. approach (quasi-
steady) focusing attention on the partition functions of clusters and the size
distribution of clusters in an association-dissociation equilibrium state.
The second is a kinetic approach (nonsteady) from molecular dynamics of cluster
formation.

With the aid of large high-speed ccmputers , the evaluation of thermo-
dynamic properties of clusters over a wide range of size and temperature becanes
feasible using molecular-dynamic or bbnte Carlo techniques. Although it requires
a detailed knowledge of molecular or atcmiic interactions (potentials), the study
is in gradual. progress from simple cluster systems such as argon vapour to

- : more ca~~lex systems, e.g., water vapour . However , it is unlikely that in the
near future sufficiently realistic intermolecular potentials will be developed
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for complex-cluster systems. The assumed intermolecular potentials must be
tested and verified by comparing the calculated. thermal properties with
experiments. In turn, it means that more detailed experiments are required
for an understanding of the features of small clusters. The id.ea]. experiment
for such a study would be one in which the process of clusterization could. be
frozen at an arbitrary size or stage . This would provide detailed information
on clusterization kinetics. One of the most promising methods for this purpose
is the free-molecular-jet technique coupled wi th mass spectrometry . In this
system, the effects of thermal noriequilibrium and. relaxation time are extremely
important, and a detailed treatment of the kinetics is necessary. The L,aetics
of clusterization can be d.escribed. by molecular-collision kinetics . ~bcperimentalresult s from free-molecular-beam methods provide tests for the kinetic model of

* cluster formation. However, only rather simple processes of clusterization
such as dimerization have been studied to date . In this manner a gradually-
growing knowledge of cluster formation will lead to a better understanding of
sv~ 1l clusters as well as the nucleation process in free-molecule flows such
as venting-vapour flows of spacecraft, rocket exhausts at high altitude, and
condensed-matter formation in astrophysical problems.

Most nucleation and condensation studies have been concerned with
homogeneous processes owing to the simpler modelling aspects required for a
theoretical understanding . Nucleation of molecules on ions and other impurities
is of considerable import ance in actual and practical problems such as the
formation of clouds and aero sols, metallurgical condensation on substrates,
clusterization of excited species in combustion, and. condensation trails of
rocket exhausts. There exist many similarities between homogeneous and hetero-
geneous -nuclea tion processes. Current theories of heterogeneous nucleation
are mainly centred around macrosc opic concept s, being essent ially extensions
of’ homogeneous-nucleation theories. These theories can explain macroscopic
features of the observed. phenomena. However, as in the homogeneous case,
ultimately a theoretical explanation must be phrased in molecular terms. In
this regard,, it can be expected that the free-molecular-beam technique will
provi de a promi sing path towards understanding the heterogeneous nucleation
processes.
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Table 14 - Theoretical Studies of Cluaterization in Free-Molecular Jets

Investigator s Species Cluster ~ize~
1
~ Kineti c Mode1~

2
~

Milne et a]., 1970 Ar D Ter

Golomb et a]., 1970 Ar , NO D Ter

Gordon et a], 1971 K , Rb , Cs D Ter

Dorfeld & Hudson , 1973 CO2 D , C Ter , Bi

Beylich & Robben , l~74 Ar C Bi

Searcy , 1975 H2O + H ~ C Bi , Ter

Cab , 1975 H20 D Ter

Beylich, 1976 N2 C Bi
• ICnuth, 1977 Ar , Kr , Ne D tnt

(1) Cluster size: D , i = 2 ( dimer) ; C , i

(2) Kinetic model: Ter : A1 + A~ + A3 ~~~~ A~, +

Int : A1 + A 1~~~~A~ , A~~+ A 1~~~~A2 + A 1
Bi: A~ + A1 ~ A~~1
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FIG. 5 ONSF r CONDITIONS FOR CONDENSATION OF WATER IN VARIOUS FLOWS; DIFFUSION
CLOUD CHAIVIBER (HEIST & REIss), SUPERSONIC-NOZZLE FLOW (WEGENER & wu) ,
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